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The path, leaving the driveway, let
between sturdy oaks, through whose
brauches the dickering sunlight fell In
gulden shadows—oaks that had stood
for generations, the pride of the county.
Mrs. Lincoln and her daughter walk'ed
slowly forward, exclaiming iu delight
at the graud old trees, until a sudden
fork iu the path caused thein to halt
iu some

perplexity.

the caterpillar said. If
you don't care where you are going, it
cannot matter much which way you
go." laughed Ethel Lincoln. "And both
look attractive," she added. As they
hesitated a young man. clad In knickerbockers and carrying a gun, came down
Mrs. Lincoln looked
one of the paths.

"Although,

as

relieved.
"Here is a gamekeeper, or poacher, or
something," she said. "He can probably tell us which is the best way to

go"

The man. who had stopped on seeing
the two ladies, now came toward tliem,
lifting his battered cap.
"Can 1 be of auy service?" he Inquired. His voice was prepossessing,
and Mrs. Lincoln assented.
"We are anxious to see the house and
the lake," she said. "Could you direct

how to reach them?"
"The right hand path will take you
directly to the house," he answered*
civilly. "And the lake—the lake is a
bit out of the way." He paused a moment, then went ou. "I belong here,
and if you would care to have me show
us

you about"—
Mrs. Liucoln smiled kindly.
"If you would be so good."
Ktliel Lincoln, wandering somewhat
behind the others, was enchanted with
the place. The lovely mere, laden with
heavy white lilies, the brilliant hued
the cool green terraces, all

parterres,
j evoked

j

by hy-

drant with watering trough, on a washing platform with grade and with sewage
facilities for carrying waste water away
from the platform.
The stalls have stationary hay mangers
full width of the stall and 30 inches high
for horses, aud are provided with loose
feed boxes, 13x12 inches, and 0 inches
deep, for grain. In each box stall are
loose feet! boxes for each end of the manger. The box stalls are constructed with
open work in front, from 4 feet above the
ground, for convenience for seeing the
animals within. Each open stall is provided with a lifting front door 4 feet
high, for use duriug the show of swine
and sheep. The dirt floors of the barns
are to be maintained .smooth, rolled, and
covered with not less than three inches
of sawdust or tanbark. Λ line of guard
posts, 4x4, is set three feet in the rear of
the stall partitions, 15 feet apart—the
posts, three and one-half feet in height
with hole three inches from the top, and
one inch guard rope extendiug east and
west, is provided with hook and staple
to fasten at each end of each 30-foot section of rope.
The loft of each barn extends from the
sides of the barn over the stalls and toward the centre of the barn 12 feet. Pulleys with ropes and hooks are provided
on either side of each baru for hoisting
feed and baggage to the loft, which will
be used as sleeping quarters for the
herdsmen aud the storage of the current
supply of grain and forage. A stationary
ladder leading to the lofts is located on
each side at the eud of each barn.
Barns are numbered on each end, and
each stall is to be numbered with figures
not less than four iuches in height. Signboards are placed at each end of each
thus:
block, giving its designation,
The
"East Block," "Central Block."
grounds are supplied with suitably constructed water closets and lavatories.
LIVESTOCK REVIEW PARK.

v

deep breathe of admiration.
"It is like a page from a novel," she
declared. "I never imagined anything
It's-lt'e perfect," aban·
to romantic.
douing a vain search for suitable adjecThe gamekeeper looked pleased.
tives.
"It is indeed a tine place, miss." he
But Mrs. Lincoln glanced longthe house.
"How I would like to see the inte-

said.

ingly

at

rior." she said. "Is it quite impossible?"
The man considered.
••It is not usually allowed." he an-

swered. "But I will ask this gardener."
The gardener, when appealed to.
looked up in surprise.
"Why—I don't know," he declared
doubtfully. "You"—
"Uon't you think they might make
this once?" interposed the
au
gamekeeper hastily, 'lhe gardener, a
faint twinkle creeping into his eye,

exception

uodded.

Mrs. Lincoln turned away.
-if it is against the rules, of course
Said au intelligent roan yesterday, in
would prefer not to enter.' she said
reply to the question. What makes lamb we
"Thank you just as much,
so high and so poor? "The farmers have quietly.
Ellersquit raising sheep and gone to raising only I happened to know Lady
dogs." A study of the facts here in the lie well many years ago aud should
St. Croix valley, in eastern Maine, shows •have beeu glad to see her home."
that he was right. Fifty, forty, thirty,
"Indeed." said the gamekeeper reeven twenty years ago, on every farm
chance
spectfully. "You might have a
of
side
Maine
of
the
miles
SO
the
along
Lady Kllerslie's sou
uext week then.
the valley, was a Hock of from 20 to 50
a garden party on ihursdaj,
sheep; now not one farm in ten has a sin- is giving
if you send a card to Lord Ellerswhich
and
of
on
The
it.
pastures,
gle sheep
would be
there are thousands of acres of the best, lie I have no doubt that he
are growing up to bushes, the weeds and glad to have au invitation sent you."
shrubs in all the sides and corners; this••Thank you, perhaps we may do so,"
tles and mullein on the open part, all •aid Mrs. Lincoln. "Will you be good
caused by the lack of that "golden
enough to call my carriage now?"
hoofed" animal, the sheep. Said an inthe
As he turned and beckoned
had
I
telligent farmer, "Six years ago
Lincoln sighed.
Ethel
coachman
The
in
October.
thirty 'black faces'
"How beautiful it all is." she exlambs of the previous spring had brought
Elwent
out
one
I
me $96.
morning and claimed. "Uoally, I could marry
found 22 dead sheep and S living ones so lerslle Just to live here." The gamedemoralized with fright that they were keeper. his faced unmoved, stepped
good for nothing." The story was re- forward.
..τ·,...
<
vnn
In
miwltllll V he
peated in form on all farms. So the
whole country and state are damaged
s k»il decorously.
il
greatly that a few sportsmen, dog-fanMrs. Lincoln. slipping her lingers Inciers and ne'er-do-wells may have a lot of
to tbe tiny gold purse swlngiug at lier
worthless dogs.
There are thousands, yes, tens of thou- wrist, puiled forth u coin uud, withsands of acres of the very best pasture out looking at it, held it toward the
lands for sheep in this part of the state; man. To her surprise, he flushed uud
granite foundation, short, crisp, sweet drew buck. But at sight of the look
This
grasses, and a damp climate.
of unconscious dismay on the girl's
county and Charlotte county, New Brunsface his half uttered protest died and
to
conditions
furnish
analogous
wick,
he quietly accepted the money.
to those where is produced the famous
As they drove homeward Mrs. Lin"English mutton," and where the best
coln laughed.
mutton can be produced on the Atlantic
"No wonder that man stared," she
slope. But the dogs have sway in this
county; the sheep are killed, the farms said.
"These English coins are to
running out, and the farmers impover- much ulike in size that instead of a
it
ished. What can be done? Would
But
chilling I gave him a sovereign.
not be a good thing for the farmers in
for any foreigner to
abnormal
how
own
their
for
the legislature, to stand
Shall we send Elinterests and put a tax of $10 on each hesitute ut a tip.
he
doe, and let the agricultural societies put lerslie a card. Kitten? I suppose
Is
big premiums on the largest and best .would hardly remember us, and it
docks of sheep kept by actual farmers? many years since his mother .died. Do
At any rate, let the New England Farmer,
worth while?"
you think it would be
like the prophet of old, "cry aloud and
"I suppose not," agreed Ethel, not,
spare not," till this industry so essential however, without a secret twinge of
to the farmers of Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont be restored and enlarged. dlsuppoiutment.
But the next day, on returning from
—Granger, in New England Farmer.
their drive, the innkeeper met them.
In his bund was a letter and a card.
Light In Stables.
"His lordship was here this afterSunshine is just as essential to horses
he said, "and asked if yon were
noon."
behuman
and other farm animals as to
who had lost this locket,"
fhe
lady
when
fact
ings. Do not lose sight of this
"If
a small gold ornmnent.
building stables and pens. This is too producing
tills letoften done, and stables for both horses you were, 1 was to give you
and cattle are too dark. The eyes of ter.*'
horses are not infrequently injured by
"Why. I must have dropped It yesbeing kept in dark stables. Our houses, terday." exclaimed Mrs. Lincoln in suras a rule, are much better lighted than
It
prise. tearing open tbe envelope.
our stables, yet we all know how uncoma card of invitation and a
contained
fortable it is to go out of a well-lighted
on a crested sheet of paper.
house into the glare of sunshine, espec- few lines
the name
My Dear Mr·. Lincoln—Prom
ially if there is snow on the ground. The
looket which waa found
effect is even worse on horses and cows. engraved on the
1
you
Judge
yesterday
Aside from any special effect on the eyes, In thebe grounds
the old friend whom my mother
mu»t
are of vast
stables
in
sunshine
and
light
Will not you and your daughter
en loved.
importance to the general health and io me the honor of coming to the garden
thrift of farm stock, and they should party I am giving next Thursday and let
of renewing an old
always be constructed with a view to ad- me have the pleasure
yours,
mitting as much as possible of both. In acquaintance? Faithfully ELLER9LIE.
old barns and stables, where the stock
When on Thursday afternoon Mrs.
quarters are dark, and, as a necessary
consequence, damp, it would be a good Lincoln aud Ethel drove uudcr the
idea to put in some windows to admit
alporte cochere of Ellerslle Abbey
light and sunshine into them. The pres- ready the lawns and terraces were dotent is a good time to attend to this, and
with bright frocks aud parasols,
the considerate person will do it.— led
while from a gay marquee came the
Thomas W. Lloyd.
Ethel's
strains of a military, band.

The Livestock Review Park is provided
for the purpose of assembling for close
personal inspection of the press and the
public the horses and cattle as judged
and immediately after the awards in each
section have been made. The stock will
be conducted directly from the Livestock
I- an Illustrate·! booklet, just out, descrlbMon
Forum as judged to the review park admî
ni* liar.-alns iti New lCuxland'e
fc'REE.
mailed
It will J^e
Making farms
joining and be ranked in the order of
A l»-w on easy terms with stock, tool» and
merit as determined by the judge. Every
-rowing crop* Included to settle estates
facility will be provided for the press
,.ii.'kly.
If t<iu want a .juick sale write us for our
and public in the review park to give the
Κ KRfc. description blanks.
animals critical and deliberate examinaadvance.
In
no
paymeut
require
tion, to confer with the judge aud to deWe use our own money to advertise your
termine the respective merits of the
property.
since
Maine
alone,
In
sales
ton
Mure than
entries and complete for publication a
1'·Ί to men from jn -tales U our guarantee to
detailed review of the work of the judge
you that our méthode are right.
W.
O. fc'rothing1> M French. Norway.
in the forum.
Local
haiu, SouUi Part·, Κ O. Allen. 11 Irani.
The review park is located near the
Agents.
forum and is enclosed with a woven wire
fence four feet high, with sliding ten-foot
entrance gate at the centre of the east
or
ISO .Maauu M., New Vurk City,
side and a similar gate for exit located
or
Mau
Treiuont Tcuipl·, Botloa,
opposite and in the centre of the west
Kent*· Hill, Malae.
side of the enclosure. A roofed platform,
twelve feet in width, is placed entirely
acroes each end of the park, and on each
*t»TICE.
writing tables and chairs are provided
Id the District Court of the 1'nlted State* for the
for the use of the representatives of the
I'tstrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
press.—New York Tribune Farmer.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
JOSEPH Dl'FKESNE,
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
The daily papers have announced that
To the creditors of Joseph Pufresne la the
follow the
County of < 'xford an>l lUatrlct aforeaabl : day of President Roosevelt would
Notice Is hereby given that on the 6th
set by bis predecessor and reprecedent
Dufresne
said
the
I».
Joseph
Aug.. Α.
l'JOt.
the position of assistant secretary
was duly a. Iju« Heated bankrupt; and that the flr»t gard
at the of
meeUug of hi· creditor· will be held
agriculture as belonging to the
31*1
the
on
recomCourt House, la South Parla,
grange. If this is so, the person
day of Aux., A. D. 1904. at 10theo'clock
of
«aid mended by the executive committee
In the forenoon, at which time
of an
sure
creditor* may
attenB, prove their claim·, the grange will be reasonably
appoint a trustee, examine the bankropt, appointment. State Master Bell of Veranl transact such other bualneM a* may
mont is one of the executive committee
properly come before «aid meeting.
and he was in Washington in conference
South Parla, Augu«t », 190*.
GEO. ▲. WILSON,
with his colleagues and the president on
tteferee la Bankruptcy.
the subject. This recognition of the
great strength and usefulness of the
NOTICE.
the
grange is pleasant to note and shows
a '.he District Court of the United State· foi
the IN strict of tfalne. In Bankruptcy.
growing power of the farmers, whioh ii
I ο the matter of
)
something that is deserved.—New EngHtAiirutu W. JOHNSTON, j la bankruptcy
land Farmer.
of Mexico. Bankrupt. I
ll
To the creditor» of Bradford W. Johnston
the County of Oxford and district aforeaald :
When it comes a cow's tarn to b<
Notice U hereby given that on the ltth day 01
Aug.. A. D 190*. the «aid Bradford W. Johnetoi milked, she knows it, and expects it and
Um
that
and
wm duly adjudicated bankrupt,
! wants to be milked.
flrst meeting of hU creditor· will be held at Um
If you disappoint her and milk half an
Court Houae, In Sooth Part·, oa the Slat day ol
A«g, a. 1>. 1904. at 10 o'clock la the forenoon hour later, the chances ace that you will
at which Ume the said creditor· may attend
; get lees and poorer milk than if yot
prove their claim·, appoint a trustee, examine
milked at the proper time.
the bankrupt and transact each other bualne*
aa may properly come before «aid meeting.
Always milk the cow dry before leav
South Part·, Augiut 15, ISM.
her, bat do not oontinue stripping ;
ing
UEO. A. WILSON,
after the eflk la all drawn.
> hi Baakraptf.

"STROUT'S

O'iifnçht, 19>L, hy T. C■ HeCture

"Follow this path, ma'am. and you
trill rind the house." explained the
coachman as he drew up before the
stately stone paten of Ellesmere Abbey.
"Carriages are not permitted inside the
Κ rounds, but visitors on foot can walk
through and view the lake and ter-
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By A. M. Davies Otfden

well located site, situated on the biglipoint of the grounds and adjoining
The tioor
one of the main entrances.
space of all the exposition palaces covers
less than 1:Λ> acres, while the several livestock shows will occupy about
acres.
ur60 acres more than all the balance of
under
roof.
the World's Fair exhibits
The extent and value of the livestock
I
show of the exposition is only partially
understood by a very limited number of
Some
students of auimal husbandry.
ticularly.
idea may be gained from a brief sumAnother plan of Mr. Tower worthy of
buildfor
of
made
the
mary
provisions
following is the feeding of good mutton
ings.
sheep of the Downs breeds in his well
LIVESTOCK KoKl'M.
kept apple orchards, thus keeping the
and the
The largest building on the site luis orchards in the fiuest condition,
been designated the Livestock Forum, fruit of the finest quality and largest
trees to be set όο
wliich is "to accommodate the court by quantity. He advises
advice is worth
which the comparative merits of the or 40 feet apart. Such
from $6,000 to
various competitive exhibits of livestock respecting, as he markets
$$,000 worth of fine apples annually.
are to be judged and the awards anI commend the Dorset sheep for early
nounced to the public in attendance." It
is located a short distance west of Uni- lambs, for these always bring good
versity Boulevard, and with an adjoining prices.
From large and long experience, I
The
station for the intramural road.
stateoheerfullv commend the
j
ground plan is elliptical, and encloses an ment of'Mr. Thomson: following
"Vermont is
area £">0x000 feet.
It is the largest amoxen and sheep.
fine
its
noted
for
horses,
phitheatre ever provided for displays of
for in the
livestock. Only that portion of the arena Vermont horses are sought
on account of their great lasting
given over to seats is roofed over, and markets caused
by the rich, hilly pasthe rint; will be covered with sawdust or qualities,
Horses raised on the hills are
taubark. This is the only structure pro- tures.
have better bone,
vided for the livestock department that much more enduiing,
muscle and wind, and are less liable to
can be given any notable degree of archiraised on low lands
tectural effect comporting with exposi- stumble than those
are the finest for the
tion construction. The building is given The Morgan horsea
the harness, for the road and for
saddle,
of
effect
the
use
elevation
pronounced
by
drives. They are sounder, keep on
upright columns in the exterior wall long
less food, and are hardier than any other
construction.
!
effort to accumuThe forum is very substantially con- breed. By a persistent
this most valustructed, and provided with eight tiers late the Morgan blood,
be reclaimed.
of raised seats encircling the arena. The able breed of horses may
for the armies of the
arena is surrounded
with a six-foot Their special fitness
should stimulate this reclamation.
promenade on a level with the ground world
Local meat producing animals should
floor. A substantial partition or fence
revive the hope and prosperity of the
separates the arena from the lower
farmers. It has been claimed
promenade. The upper promenade is eastern
for the raising of
within one foot of the upper tier of seats that corn is king, but
of the amphitheatre and twelve feet in meat vielding animals and good horses,
grass "is the Ultima Thule.
width.
I
Clear up your worthless fields of brush
Two main entrances to the forum are
and weeds with sheep and Angora goats: I
provided for visitors, one at the centre of
cattle Shorthorn and 1
the east side and one at the centre of the raise for dairy
the Shorthorns for milk
north end of the forum. There are Devon crosses,
and the Devons for farm work. !
twelve minor entrances for visitors, with and meat
broken Devons will do
suitable stairs from the lower to the The properly
much better and more work than small
upper promenade on each side of the
And
can possibly do.
four main entrances aud on one side of the trotting horses
be converted into beef at any
twelve minor entrances. The outside of they can
at profitable prices.
the forum is enclosed ami the amphi- time and
Rebuilding may be expensive in these
theatre seats are amply protected. Probut it will
vision is made for both day and evening two moet valuable industries,
broaden a foundation for a sure profit.
exhibitions.
Work as your fathers worked, be as ecoΤΗ Κ STOCK LI AK.NS.
nomical, "and prosperity will bless and
the New Eugland farmer.
The barns provided for the exhibit* of encourage
The French farmers put money into
livestock are mainly 200 feet long by 40
and working catfeet wide, ami provided for 3,000 «tails 5 their purses by raising
we less shrewd than the French.
feet wide aud lo feet deep, and &>0 box tle. Are
farmers are men of many arts. They
stalls 10x10 feet, five at each end of and Our
have the best and cheapest farm impleon opposite sides of each barn. They are
have ability, they have amwell ventilated.with good day lighting by ments: they
May God give them prosperity-.
windows and electric lights by night. bition.
M. D., in New England
Water is supplied by hydrants inside of -A. S. Ueath,
Farmer.
and at each end of the barns: also
est
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Ample provision is made for the disI plays of livestock at the World's Fair by
j
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A GOLDEN
LINK

In your issue of July 30th, in an articlt
by Mr. Allen W. Thomson, there was a
statement of much moment to the industry of not only the state of Vermont,
nor alone of New England, but of every
state of the Union, and of America al
large: "There are not a quarter as many
oxen in the state as there were fifty
years ago." This statement of fact is
equally true of oxen on the farms ol
neatly every state. It ia due to this condition that the meat trust· have been
made possible, which have caused the
prices to have risen so high as to have
distressed consumers of meat.
^
A business man of New \ork city,
running several farms in western New
York. Mr. David Tower, has wisely taken
advantage of the local meat demand by
buyinj; up yearlings and steers under two
years old, putting them on his good pastures, theu wintering them one winter on
hay, straw ami silage, then in the spring
fattening them on grass, selling them at
double their cost and keep, thus making
This
clear profit.
each average him
method commends itself to farmers generally and to New England farmers par-

THK
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CATTLE—MORGAN HORSES.

Livestock at the Fair.

111

Working Cattle.

SHKEP IS OR» HAKD8—FATTKNINB YOUNG

PLOW."

Auctioneer,

Licensed
)

Beef and

CoitmuoqiH nee oD practical agricultural topic»
U eoll.ttfl
Aihlrvdii all communication* In
U*mle<i for ttiii -lepartnieut to tlKMar l>.
IImono, Agricultural Rilltor Oifonl lx?m
oorat, Parle. Me.

mamowing λ«ι·Ι tiir^fWu*
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nsvw neatly an.i (.rura^tly
.lone 10 «mler.
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AMONG THE FARMERS.
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Democrat.

Oxford

The

uogs ana sneep.

Sheep RaUer'a Suggestions.

Ipirits rose.
a
"I feel that 1 am going to hare
The ewes should be two years old benew
good time," she declared. "My
fore bred.
so
Lambs sell more per pound and coal gown is becoming, my hat perfect,
lees to produce than mutton.
cheer up, niumsle."
Sheep have excellent digestion anc
"Mrs. and Miss Lincoln," shouted
hence they utilise food to the fullest de the Hunk.v. and into tbe great hall,
gree.
to tbe roof with oak and
There are very few animals that are ai pauelec.
with the family portraits of three
dainty and choioe about their food ai ι hung
centuries, they passed. A gentleman
sheep.
of peoIf sheep are not kept oonstantly ii turned from the nearest group
slim,
good condition, the quality of the woo ' pie uud came forward. Tall,
is affected.
frock coated, with a white flower In
The sheep raiser, who is not progress his buttonhole, there was yet no misive, cannot expeot to attain perfection b taking him. For a moment Mrs. Linhis calling.
coin stared, then a slow smile curved
Frequent change of pasture makes fa ;
rear a poo; r her lips.
to
not
will
It
pay
sheep.
"So it was you—you all the time,"
sheen for market.

"You were the game«be declared.
keeper." The man looked repentantly
«
back.
"I really didn't mean to," be pleaded.
"You Ht**·. I only expected to stop a moBut then that
iuent and pass on.
■eemed uncivil, and so"—
"And so you merely deceived ue instead." laughed Mrs. Lincoln. "Ethel,
dear, this is Ellerslie, bad ae ever."
"Xo, no," he protested. "It was my
cap that deceived you, not 1. At flret
I hardly appreciated the situation, and
then—It seemed too late. And I never
hoped to see you again. But when you
spoke of my mother I began to think
who you might be, and of course the
Indeed,
name on the locket nettled It.
I was innocent."
Mrs. Lincoln laughed.
"Certainly you took the tip badly

enough.

"But 1 still have It," he asserted,
"and always shall, if only as being the
first money I ever earned."
As host Ellerslle's duties kept him
busy through the ufternoon, and it was
not until the long shadows lay wide
across the lawn that he was able to
follow the direction in which his eyes
had often strayed and Join Ethel where

she stood under a huge Japanese umbrella.
"1 have been talking to chaperons
until I am exhausted," he urged. "Do
take pity on me and let us make an
escape.· Oh. no. it is not yet late," as
the girl hesitated. "And there is the
view of the mere that you have not yet
seen." he added mischievously.
Ethel smiled and let him take her
parasol from one of the group of men

about her.
"Don't keep her too long. Ellerelie."
said one in rather an injured toue.
Ellerslie shook his head. "I cannot
promise. Miss Lincoln and I have

much to discuss," he laughed.
But as they paused on a little rustic
bridge commanding a view of lake and
woods stretching away to the red sunlit
sky Ellerslie seemed to have suddenly
lost the desire to talk. When tlually he

I
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ANGEL'S
VICTORY
By F. E. HAWSON
Copyright,

tU'i,

Ity F. R. Hmrtnti

I ι

I

I

U 11 liatc-ίΐ lier, chiefly because Mor(.;!·, tin· smooth tonjLited li .rse dealer,
I i Hi"· livttcr of the b.irgnln when he
sul i her to the manager of Cowara.
Hill prlde.l himself on lii:* knowledge
of horseflesh. but Angel. the chestnut,
wr.is okl. or. rather. middle aged, and
n t the young thing Morton had repre.Ji'iife.l her to be.
Moreover. her temper, soured by
long year? of ill treatment, was none
She was nervous, too,
of the 1· ·>?.
though with Hill she was only mulish. \Ieloi:;· and obstinate. She hated
bi:i did not fear him. She evidently
divined his dtelike and returned it in
kind.
With

Wilfred Pnton, the overeeer,
of passionate temper, but kind
and tender to wotney and ehildreu and
dumb creatures, by whom he was
blindly adored. Angel was gentleness
it could readily be believed
itself,
when one watched him handle the
under
that
mare
happier circumstances she mlKbt have fitted her name.
From the lirst it had been a series
of battles between the chestnut and
Hill, in which the man usually won
out by sheer brutality.
There had been no rain for months.
Each day the men watched the sky,
but the pitiless sun poured his scorching rays on the parched earth, with
a man

temper the heat. The water in the dam
was getting low. and when that was
gone the station people would have
either to perish or get out. unless water were reached in the well Ilill was
never a

cloud to veil his face

or

sinking on the fiat. Water was a priceturned to her there was an odd little less commodity on that Inland Australian station.
glint In his eye.
"Well." he said, "do you like It?"
One close day late In February came
waving his hand toward the pictur- the crisis of that awful summer. Not
The air at each inhalaa leaf stirred.
esque reach of wood and water.
"Indeed I do." she answered earnest- tion burnt the lungs, and the limit of
human endurance seemed to have been
ly. The glint In his eye deepened.
"Then you are prepared to keep your reached. Yet it was this afternoon of
word ?"
all others that II111 ordered Patou and
"My word ?" demanded the girl, Malcolm to till the big iron tank.
"That you would marry Ellerslie to
He pulled a coin from
get all
his pocket and gazed meditatively at it.
"This precious coin—1 fell in love with
a
girl when it was given to me.
Wasn't it an odd thing to do? But I
I
am so delighted with the fact that

"The fool!" exclaimed Paton as they
walked through the hot sand to the
dam. "Hasn't he sense enough to wait
uutil evening?"
They worked hard for an hour,
Malcolm tilling the buckets and handing them up to Paton, who poured the
contents into a tank. When their task

am

was

startled.

tiiis."

going to have this bit of gold made
into the best thing 1 know of, and that
is a wedding ring. Shall 1? Do you
think she might wear it in time?"
Although he spoke Jestingly, there
was an undercurrent of seriousness In

the
finished «hey returned to
house.
"We've filled the 500 gallon tank,"
said Paton. coining up to where Hill
half reclined in a steamer chair on the
"it's down at the dam la
veranda,
his tone which the girl was quick to the tip cart, but I hate to leave it t·
catch. For a moment a new, strange evaporate in the sun. and there isn't a
shyness kept her silent, then she horse to drag it up to the house."
"Where are Bones and MyopeTf"
spoke.
"Of course I am hardly competent
"Smiles has them working at the new
to advise on such a subject," she began dam, and Charlie has taken the two

demurely, ••but." with a swift upward blacks and gone over to the well sinkThe other
élance that suggested bewildering pos- ers' camp with rations.
sibilities. "there could certainly be no horses, as you know, were sent away
to McLellan's yesterday to save our
harm In having the ring made."
It was several years before Ellerslie water," answered Paton.
admitted to his wife that as Mrs. Lin·
"Well, Angel Is In the paddock, Isn't

the coin she had she? Put her In."
that he. willfully
"It's too heavy a load for Angel. She
and deliberately, had concealed it. To Isn't built for such work."
"I'm
"I say she shall!" cried Hill.
his astonishment, however, Lady Elboss here, and when I say a thing Is to
lerslie only laughed.
be done lfs going to be done."
"All right! Go ahead and do It yourOld HI· Beat.
self!"
responded Paton. The overseer
In the absence of the regular society
and the manager never did hit It very
reporter the dramatic critic of the
well, and the heat hadn't improved
Daily Chronicle was detailed to "write their
tempers. "But stay," Paton add1
best
the
do
"I'll
a
wedding.
up"
a thought striking him, "I'll try
ed.
I
shall
sure
I
feel
"but
can." he said,
what I can do first."
make a botch of it." This is what be
With that Paton went down to the
turned in. omitting the preliminary
caught Angel, harnessed her,
paddock,
remarks alniut the size of the audience
put lier In the cart, and then coaxed
and the delay In beginning the perher to drag the load. By striving and
formance:
she dragged the cart a few
■training
bridethe
of
in
role
the
Mr. Btirnside,
the heavy sand, then
through
steps
listgroom. acted the part lu a stiff yet
and turned her eyes on l'aton
paused
Ile has a good stage
less manner.
entreating!)*, as though to say:
a
presence, but mars the effect by
"I'd do It for von, but I can't."
total lack of animation and an almost
Hill was watching the performance
voice.
luaudible
from the veranda, for the house was
much
was
bride,
the
as
Miss Jones,
built on the top of the sand hill, the
lier costume was b*1tnore effective.
dam was In the creek at Its foot and
«•fldering. yet true to life. If one may no bushes intervened. When the manventure to criticise, her effort to overager saw the horse stop he got up and
come lier obvious stage fright wa* a went
quickly down.
She was In good
trille too evident.
"What's the matter?" he asked.
enunciation
voice, however, and her
"It's just as I said," answered Patou.
was clear and distinct.
"the inare hasn't the strength to haul
It must be confessed that both Miss 0iau il ιυ.ιιι.
Jones and Mr. Burnside were deficient
"Hasn't she? I'll see a bout that. It's
In their lines and had to be prompted her obstinacy, that's what it is. Angel?
almost constantly by the Rev. Jabez It's I>«*vll she ought to be called."
Simpson, who, as the officiating clergy"I.et me yet the other tank, put half
man, was decidedly the star of the the water in it, ami tlieu she van easily
performance.
manage it in two trips." suggested
Paton, controlling his rising anger.
MARINE TURBINES.
"No! She'll haul the tank as It Is!"
I'll wash my hands of the
"Then
of Hero
Ther Date Back to the Time
whole business."
of Alexandria.
Tatou walked up the slope. At he
!» turbiue steamers tliere Is a markon the veranda Mrs. Hill, who
8tep(>ed
ed absence of vlbratiou, while the i>osl- was standing at the door, looked hack
tioii low in the hull of the machinery into the house and vailed to her young
gives great stability and iu men-of-war cousin:
and
makes better protection possible
"Muriel, come out and see this brute!
affords facilities in maneuvering.
She won't pull the tank up the hill,
turbines
of
The practical advantages
but Horace will soon make her. He
oil bill conare many. Tht-y reduce the
knows bow to manage horses." And
less
siderably and while they occupy
she shot u scornful glance in Paton's
floor and cubic space are simple In con- direction.
struction and operation.
Muriel Everton came out. She wa·
In a turbiue there is nothing to wear a tall, slender girl, dressed In white.
out. The only parts subjected to fric- Her delicate throat was bare and her
tion are the bearings at the extremities ;heeks blanched by the heat, but her
of the spindle, bill these run lu oil and beautiful brown eye· were clear and
after years of constant service show no deep and tender. She and Paton ex1'arsous' turbine plants of JOO changed quick glances, then she looked
weur.
borsei>ower and 1,800 horsei>ower, down at the man and the horse, shudvhicli have bec» driving electric gener- dered and turned away.
a
ators for years, have not yet cost
Hill by thrashing the chestnut had
peuuy for repairs.
forced her to haul the cart a few step·,
120
to
back
The steam turbine dates
With kindness
then Angel stopped.
B. C., when Hero of Alexandria de- she
might have made α further effort,
scribed it iu his book on pneumatics.— bat Hill had roused her obstinate

coin had dropped him
dropped the locket and

Pearson's Weekly.

spirit, and she would n-.t bn Ige an
Inch. This Infuriated the Rial:, and he
the
of
Print
Sprint·.
The
beat her over tl * l»«i I w ith the butt
cera
A politician upon bis arrival at
SM1I
of the stock whip he curried.
tain smull town where he was to make
she did not move. Then, us he cona speech the following day found that
beat her, in her agouy she
the two so called hotels were crowded tinued to
and rearNot having telegraphed stepped backward, plunged
to the doors.
the mare was
for accommodations, the politician dis- ed, the cart tipped back,
and in her struggles broke
covered that he would have to make trawn up
the tunk fell out, the cover
shafts,
the
comwas
He
he
could.
shift as best
the whole of the 500
aud
off
wire
rolled
a
on
pelled for that night to sleep
cot which had only some blankets and
As the statesman Is a
a sheet on It.
fat muu, he found his Improvised bed
anything but comfortable.
"Well," asked a friend, when the politician appeared in the dining room in
the morning, -how did you sleep?"
'Oh. fairly well," replied the statesman nonchalantly, "but I looked like a
truffle when I got np."—Youth's Com-

panion.

Restaurant Dlalnst.
has
The appetite for dining out
what it fed on,
grown constantly with
and I suppose 'there are now fifty peodining iu London hotels and res-

Popularity

ple

of

taurants every night for one a quarter
of a notary ago.—London Troth.
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>

General Debility

of
Day in and out there is that feeling

itself.
weakness that makes a burden of
Food does not strengthen.
Sleep does not refresh.
what
It Is bard to do, bard to bear,
and
should be easy, vitality is on tbe ebb,
the whole system suffers.
For this condition take
—

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and tone

It vitalités the blood, gives vigor
and is
to all the organs and functions,
or
positively unequalled for all run-down
conditions.
debilitated
Hood's Kus cur· ooMtipaUaa. a oeatiT™"

of previous water wae ewal·
lowed up by the burning «and. HU1
took the horse fruui the cart and, !h·
sane with rage, commenced to thrash
her again.
Then there was α sudden rush of
something white, as though a cloud
were Hying down the hill, and Muriel
threw herself between liill and Angel, clasping the inare'e head lc. her
arms, and the heavy whip descended
on the delicate shoulders, which «bow-

gallons

ed pink and then scarlet through the
thin muslin ot* her gown.
Before Hill's raised arm could fall
again it was grasped by a strong hand,
and a fierce voice hissed:
"Madman, would you strike a wom-

an?"
For a moment Hill's glance met the
stern eyes of the overseer, then It
wavered and fell on the girl.
"Muriel, are you there? Did I hit
you? 1 didn't mean to," he said weak-

"Did it hurt?"
"Hurt!" cried Paton, his eyes fairly
blazing. "Do you know that you might
have killed her?"
"She shouldn't have Interfered," said

ly.

Hill sullenly.
"Not another word or by heaven
I'll kill you." said Paton. Hill shrank
from the fury In the other mau's eye»
and slunk away to the house.
"My darling." said Patou In a voice
io fraught with love that the girl's
heart quivered with a Joy that was
almost pain, "did he hurt you very
much?" And his lips tenderly pressed
the bruised shoulder.
"It dues hurt most awfully, but I
really think that he did not know I

here," answered Muriel, glancing
up through her tears. "But, oh, look at
poor Angel."
The chestnut, lying huddled in the
■and, was truly a pitiable sight. She
had won out. Indeed, but at what a
cost! Her head was cut and bleeding,
her eyes swollen and closed, and she
panted and groaned with pain.
"Oh, do you think she will die, Wilwas

fred?" asked Muriel.
"No; but you'll get sunstruck here,
go back to the house, dear, and get
Mrs. Hill to bathe your shoulder. I'll
tend to the mare. And, Muriel. I can't
stay at Cowara now. I've been repeatedly offered the management of Murta,
but—I—I eould not leave uutll I knew
if you cared. I'm not worthy, I know,
I've such a vile temper"— Muriel shook
"But now, now—you'll let
her head.
me come for you when I get straightened out over there, won't youV"
Again Mur'.el looked up, and his eye·
drank deep from the radiance of her*.
"And Angel?" she whispered.
He
"Oh, I'll buy her from IIlll.
won't refuse to sell lier for the price
I'll offer. I know."
·······

Three months later Angel was one
of the leaders in the four-in-hand behind which Paton drove his bride to
her new home. It was a new world
through which they traveled, for the
rain had come and green grass covered the ouce arid earth; flowers
bloomed on every side and birds sang
in the trees. And It was a new Angel,
who, with arched neck, led the team,
proudly conscious of the precious bur-

den ehe carried and of the confidence
reposed in her by her uew owner.
Wolfe Tone.

A desultory and enormous reader of
and novels, with an Impish humor and a facility and felicity of quoUtion which never deserted him under
the uiost terrific circumstances, Wolfe
Tone's style is throughout literary and
in that sense artificial, but he had a
for fact· and a healthy deter-

plays

passion

mlnatlou to see things as they really
were. He was perfectly free from every
kind of illusion, delusion and humbug.
He was very much alive to the humorous side of all things, including himself. The diaries are full of entries like

this:
"I cannot help this morning thinking
of Gil Bias when he was secretary to
the Duke of I.erma. Yesterday I dined
with Oarnot. Today I should be puzzled to raise a guiuea."
Wolfe Tone at the bottom of his
heart was grave enough. His death is
warrant for this. But he belonged by
the order of his mind to the mockers.
Tone's widow, though she had doubtless a good deal to put up with, mourned her husband's loss for seventeen
one who sharyear·, when she married
ed her veneration for Tone's memory.
His sou grew up to be proud of his
father's suffering· In what he wai

probably

good cause.
forgotten Toue and
will.—Contemporary

believe was a

taught
Ireland has
to

never

never

Review.

Needed No Entertainment.
Mrs. tirailler looked at lier nuburban
neighbor and decided that a person
in
with such a becoming bat must be
of
a state of vanity to need chastening

•pi rit.
"Isn't It a real trial to have Mr.
she
Joyce so devoted to the new club?"
said in a soft tone fraught with tender
sympathy. "Mr. Granger, of course,
likes the eiub, and we go sometimes,
but he'd Just as soon sit quietly at
home with me, eveuing after evening."
"It's lovely for you," said Mrs. Joyce,
and the face under the becoming hat
wis sweet and guileless, "but then, you
know, the two men have always l>een
different ever since they were boys toMr. Joyce always wants a
gether.
good deal of pleasure and entertainment, whereas Mr. Granger has never
cared for anything of the sort."

?

"

HIS OWN

ask:
"To coni|>o8e a heart breaking thing
like that did be have to have the
experience himself ?"
"Xpt necessarily. If he had sufficient artistic imagination lie would
get a better perspective of the bufferto

HEART

By Oliver L. Mitchell
CopvrioM. l»oi. bu Κ· Λ. HTiCtetoa.i
Trenton

Phil

woe

β

something of

a

Untehmaker. He wanted lits friend
How bridge in the family aud was
pleased to introduce him to hie only

lister, Joanna.
"He'* all right. Jo." Tlill said, "and I
hope you won't break his heart badly
enough to keep him from finishing the
«tory I'm to lllustrate-lf you'll pose
for me."
Joanna'e blue eyes dauced-then. and
a little later when i'hli made an in
sufficient excuse and left them alone.
Howbridge felt as if he had been told
Joto play with a strange little girl.
anna was quite at ease. The mischievous freedom of her glance contradicted

the reserve of her bearing. Howbridge
decided that she was fit to be the heroine of an unusual story. She was blond
and beautiful and magnificently tall.
5,'Are you waiting for me to say I en·
'Joyed your last book?" she questioned

at last.
"Follow your conscience. Miss TrenI nit did 1'hll make you read it?
ton.
[ wouldn't mind knowing whether you
Did you':"
cried nt the right places.
He leaned toward her. His strong face
His gray eyes were
was clean shuven.
noncommittal. He had the sad mouth
aud gentle manners of a humorist.
"Oh. I didn't read It," she said.

"Why

not?"

"Because I did read» your first book.

I don't like your women. I'd like to be
but you mentioned my conscience."
"I>on't mind my feelings and tell me
what is wrong with the women in my

polite,

tales."

"They are all right, it's you. You
make them do what they never would
do of their own free will. Now. you
1I<·
married Fanny to that Ituwui.
He waited
wasn't even interesting."
for her to continue, his fertile fancy
litting literary situations al>out her personality.

"You can't know women very well,
You're too"— she paused
do you?

roguishly.

"Too young?" he hazarded.
"I don't know how old you feel,
but It's not age that gives Insight, is
It? By the way. Mr. Howbridge, where
For your
do you get your material?
annew story, for instance, that s
The title—
nounced for September?
isn't it weak? And how do you know
"
•What Life Is Made Of?'
here Just to
down
came
I
••Suppose
find out?" he said mysteriously. "Per-

haps you can show me? They say
that women know. The story is hardly begun. Can't you find me a model
for a heroine? It would be a charity
the reading public."
Joanna mused.
"There aren't ten Interesting women
In this neighborhood, not even count-

to

lug my sister-in-law"—
"And you."

"Thank you. since I couldn't say It

myself."
Their

conversation

whs

cut

short

by the abrupt entrance of Phil and his
wife, who liked her husband's friends
nnd had Invited Howbridge to spend

his six weeks' vacation and write his
story at "The Place Apart." as they
called thplr summer home, which was
Phil was an Illustrator, and benear.
tween him ami Mrs. Phil, who had

interior decorator, the cottage
been
wus a thing to dream about artisti··«lly. They had a keen sense of what
not to put into a bouse. Joanna, who
was practical, lived with them, .lid
the housekeeping, which she loved,
for her brother and roamed the
an

posed

woods with her big St. Bernard dog.
Howbridge was given a room, absolute disposal of his time aud potluck In a family that had all the
charms and none of the discomfoits of

camping. Joanna treated him like an
amusing playmate, teased him about
his literary abstractions and Ills writlug and pretended to search for a mod-

el for his heroine. She knew little of
books, but could caricature effective«lie
ly, sing like a thrush and play
piano with musicianly Instinct. She
was twenty-two and had always lived.
He was thirty-three anil had always
written—with moderate success.
Howbridge studied Joanna Impersonally. as he had studied all girls
sluce his betrothed married another
man while Howbridge was at college
dreaming aud writing her sentimental

The other mau had allove letters.
on the
ways wanted her. so he stayed
did
spot, saw her every day and
things till he got her which taught
He woke up.
Howbridge a lesson.
and after that his characters were
•uore real -not like those In his first

book.
Joanna

Mild

11(1

[It-iiri

UIB1UI

j,

.■»«.-»·

who saw much of her did. They, alwiih
ways to her surprise, fell In love
her and to their own surprint» married
other women and sighingly remembered h*r hh a lost love when they hnd
indignation or lost out iu some proj►et.
Joanna liked men In a comradely
she was
way and never flirtud. for
hurt anyvery sincere and hated to
thing. Besides. she wanted to keep

her heart all In oue piece.
She and Oliver walked and drove
and canoed together and talked much
about nothing in particular and said
which
THE LOWER ANIMALS.
a lot that they did not mean,
wee a aore method of learning each
bat
The? Are Keea of Perception,
other's taatea. She ridiculed his comAre Incapable of Thought.
monplace title and began posing to
Animals have k»--n preemptions— Phil for the Illustrations.
own
keener In many respects than our
Howbridge tried to get down to work
—but they form uo conceptions, have on his story, which was to be of uo
with
one
thing
be
no [towers of comparing
great length and which ordinarily
another.
They live entirely In ami couM bare written in a few days, but
bilie could not
through their senses. To all that
be made no benuvv:;y.
of it,
ner world of reflection, Imagination,
suit himself, be nude a jumble
comparison, reason, they are strangers. and each morning's Installment was
In
At last he
Tbey never return upon themselves
written In a different mood.
thought. Tbey have sense memory, destroyed It and Itegau over again,
In
with
sense Intelligence, and they profit
wondering what was the matter
but tbey
many ways by experience,
him.
inMeanwhile he
bave not soul memory or rational
Πβ soon found out.
emostandtelligence. AU the fundamental
found himself at an inexplicable
tions and appetites men and the lower still In his acquaintance with Joanna,
animals share In common, such as fear, who seemed to avoid bliu. One day
cunning,
she was
anger, love, hunger, jealousy,
he entered the studio while
world
pride, curiosity, play, but the
and
of thought uud thought experience
It belong
the emotions thut go with
to man alone.
were diIt is as If the psychic world
above the
vided into two plaues, one
other—the plane of sense and the plane
live
of spirit In the plane of sense
the lower animals, only now and th«n
into the
Just breaking for a moment
sense
higher plane. In the world of
Is his start
man is Immersed also; this
foundation, but he rises into the

and

and here lives bis prop^
He is emancipated from sense
In a way that beasts are not—John
Burroughs la Harper's Magasin·.

plane of spirit,
er

life.

|o. ti:g. aii<ι ner eyes met 1*1*» will» a
The same day
new to them.
she broke oiT in the midst of u sou»;

question

ing of another."

She struck up η gay melody, but her
face was thoughtful. Then her mood
changed, nnd he could not keep up
with her brilliant sallies. She teased
and dared hi'ui, half bewildered and
wholly charmed him. lie decided that
■he could flirt most gloriously and
was ready for ber. but by evening she
was

if the pose is not right."
But be knew it was. He walked to
her side and drew lier into his arm»,
with his face against her lialr and her
hands in his.
He quivered, knowing
hie touch meant nothing to her—that
me

<he was only posing.
When it was over he thought It out
in his room. And nearly ail night he
wrote his own story—and Joanna's—
Just as it was—how he had met and
He put into it his
came to love her.
heart and soul, going beyond fact only
in making her finally yield to his idea
for her love. It was morning when he

finished.
After breakfast he told I'hll to let
the pictures go for awhile, got the
sketches of Joanna, locked them up
ami went to touching up his work of
the night preceding. Surely it would
move her it would tell her better than
■poken words.
After luncheon he slipped the manuscript under the door and waited. He
heard her enter the room. He walked
the tloor, but all afternoon she mude
no

dinner her head was high, her
cheeks pink and her eyes very bright,
and later she asked How bridge to go
up the river. They walked silently to
the canoe. Joanna took the paddle. and
He did
bade Howbridge not to* talk.
It was enough to look at
not wish to.
her and wait till she let him ask her
about their story. As they glided near
the shore ill blurring tree shadows she

spoke.

"That Is a good story. I congratulate
you on your success." Could she be
joking? "The plot is clever, the characters are true to life and it is full of
feeling." Her tone was cutting.
Don't you understand?
"Joanna!

Don't"—

You came
"I understand perfectly.
for material, and you got it. I'hll say·
you are going to set» your publisher·
tomorrow.
Well, you needn't return.
I despise you. You not only made tue
care, but you dared to show me to
what advantage you use my love. I

shall get over It."
"Joanna!" Her eyes blazed.
"And you dared to touch me when
my brother's presence made me powerless to resent it. and you knew what it
to
me? Oliver
meant
Howbridge,
you"— but he stopped her.
"It's my turn now. I love you. The
story was written for you alone no
It Is the story of
one else will se»? it.
my heart, dear. I thought you would
understand. It was my way of telling
you that life Is made of wanting you.
Don't you see? Can't you love me, Jo?"
Her auger died away. Tears stood lu
her eyes, but her laugh was saucy, pro-

voking.
"Yes, Oliver, but
with you Just yet."

y

enough

to

die

all time.
Λ

Prouiialna l'nalonifr.

brisk. \v»'ll dressed stranger
stepped Into tho corner drug store and,
passing by the boy who usually at·
tendttl to easnal customers, approached
the proprietor, who, with his buck
turned, was rearranging some good·
•η α showcase.
"Mr. Sawyer, I presume," he said
and the druggist turned au«l
The

pleasantly,

bowed gravely.
"I have heard my friend. Senator
Brown, speak of you often," said the
brisk man. "lie told me if ever I needed anything in this line to come to you.
He spoke of you ,-r* a man on whom
Due could rely vlth perfect confidence,
who curried only the best of every·
lliing, and with whom it was always a
Measure to deal."
"The senator is very kind." said the
Irugglst, beaming with gratification.
*He is one of my l>est customers. What

I do for you this morning'/''
"Well -er this morning, as Μ happens." said the stranger, with a shade
less of briskness, "this morning I
should like, if you will allow me, to
mu

consult your directory."
"Certainly," said the druggist. "We
also have a line line of postage stump·
If you ever need anything of that
kind."

THE WORD

11

HAND'CAP."

It Comra From the Λarteat Cuatoai
of Hand la the Cap.

In former days a "handicap" was
conducted thus: A. wishing for some
thing which belonged to B, say a horse,

If A
would offer his watch for It.
C was chosen to tlx the sum
that should In* given by one or the othet
to make the exchuuge fuir.
The three then put down a stake, and
▲ and B, each holding a piece of mona
c|p or bat,
ey, put Their hands into
or Into their pockets, while C, enlargon the respective merits of the

agreed,

ing

horse and watch, made his award In as
and complex a manner a· posaible, ending It with the word·, "Draw,
gentlemen !"
A and Β instantly drew out and opened their hands. If money appeared in
both the exchange wai made; If In on·

rapid

or in ueither, the award vai off,
and in every case C took the stake·.
Tbe modern use of handicap baa arte·

only,

•n

from tbe employment of tiperta la

make fair condition· for a raca ta
which tbe competitors are of unequal
age or power.
Wcallat latorftr·.
Little Girl—Papa. If· raining. Papa
(whose temper la somewhat ruffled)—
Well, let It rain. Little Girl (timldly)-

asms a· a

SCOTT Λ BOW Ν Ε, Chemhtt,
New York,
4M-41S Petri Street,
joc. end f'-oo; ell draughts.

not

"Die?"
We will. If you don't stay
"Yes.
where you are and stop tipping the
canoe." She was her old teasing self.
It was shamefully late before sh#
would land and let lier lover take her
into his arms, and into his heart for

carry the weakened and
bridge
starved system aloaj until it can And
firm support In ordinary fond.
Scad for free aepie.

sign.

At

SUPPORT
JCOTT-S EMULSION

again unapproachable.

The next morning he was called to
the studio, where he found Joauna posing listlessly. I'hll was Irritated and
critical.
"She can't get It.
Help her, Howbridge. There has to be a man anyway.
You know how the scene ought to
go."
"I may do for attitude," he said
calmly, "but keep my face out—the
dear public knows It.
Heady? Tell

I was going to, papa.

I

Tbe Injurie·

we

do and those we «ofIn tbe aaoM

weighed
balance.—Simmon·.
fer are seldom

Ii

Bethel.

Qreenwood.
W«t Paris.
Our young craft went to Μμοπ Friday
Grange united with Weet
I_Franklin
Oxford
ocrât, THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN AU I Paris Grange, some members of Parie and returned Monday night; and If the
here
ISSUED TUESDATS.
Grange and other friend· in a picnic rain Saturday was a heaven favor
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
which was held Tuesday of last week at it wai still more eo there, sinoe it wa·
Hammond's grove, Snow's Falls. There much drier there, the showers being
Paris Hid.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, AUG. 30,1904.
was quite a large gathering, at least 150 lighter and less frequent.
A. Dunham toThe weather
on the grounds.
Weduesday, Charles
First Baptist Church. Preaching every Sunday being
*
with his sister, Ada, and a
T. P. 8. I was perfect and it was a most enjoyable gether
at 11 Λ. M. Sunday School at IS M.
ATWOOD A FORBES, C. S. Sunday afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening occasion to all
present. There were charming young lady from Albany,
Service at 7 :ί) p. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday
and attendEdttw· ud Proprietor·.
last interesting remarks by H. E. Hammond visited at the Bennett place
the
Τ
30.
Covenant
at
Meeting
evening
exhibition of the fire and water
Friday before the let Sunday of the month at and Geo. F. Hammond of Paris Hill, and ed the
A. E. FO&BTV.
tiBOBOE M. ATWOOD.
i.30 p. m. All «οι otherwise connected are cor- an address
by R. E. Leavitt of Turner. works the following evening. He redially Invited.
Mr. ported a slight froit at his place the
Rev. J. II. Little. Pastor. Aleo pleasing remarks by Rev.
UnlversaUst
Church,
TIIIII —#1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Rev. D. F. Nelson offered first of the week, and that was what we
service every Sunday at 11 a. a. Cochrane
Otherwise φ&ου a year. Single copiée 4 cent·. Preaching
Sunday school at 12 M.
I prayer and there was good singiog which expected to hear.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED US3.

fera

Jlxe

preaching at the Unlversalist church August 21 on account of the
pastor's vacation.
A large party from Bethel attended
There was no

the fair and supper at West Bethel Tues-

day.

Mrs. Houghton of Portland is the
guest of Mrs. Ο. M. Mason.
A party consisting of Mrs. C. N.
Oleason and daughter, Mrs. Wherry, and
daughter, of New York, also Mrs. (Reason's brother and family of New Tork,
went to Mt. Washington Thursday,
spending the night at the Summit.
Mrs. Sarah Palmer of Brunswick came
about three weeks ago to visit her
daughter, Mrs. G. I.. Sturdivant, and was
taken critically ill suffering an attack of
appendicitis. An operation was performed by Dr. Herbert Twitchell of
Portland, but being complicated with
peritonitis and other complications she
could not recover. She died Wednesday
and Thursday funeral services were held
at the home of Dr. 6. L. Sturdivant conducted by Rev. C. N. Gleason, who accompanied the family to Brunswick
where services were held previous to
interment in the family lot. Very much
sympathy is extended to the bereaved

The Farmer b Interested.

Bockfleld.

C. S. Cbllda went to Rumford to the
races.

Isaac Layman and wife of Minneapolis
have been recent guests of Mrs. Layman's nncle, ffm. Irish, and Mrs. ffm,
Robinson, an aunt. These people were
neighbors of the writer thirty-four years
»go in that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton £. Tilton returned to their home in Auburn Thursday,
lifter visiting grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
5. Tilton.
Mrs. Bass and daughter of Minneapolis are visiting their aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth

Waldron.

Lewis Bisbee is a grandson of the late
Capt. Lewis Biebee, instead of a nephew
is stated in an obituary last week.
A Roosevelt flag was flung to the
breeze Friday, and the faithful are exerting every nerve to save the country by
Faith, grace, or some other ingredient.
Hon. John D. Long and, Hun. John P.

political parties

can

be concisely stated.

The Republican party has a policy;
known exactly what it wants to do and
does it. Tbe Democratic party has no
policy as an underlying principle, and
when they have the power to do, do not
know bow to use it. The Republicans
ideas of
carry their ideas into effect; the
the Democrats orr-all of the great questions that affect the prosperity of the

country

are

The Fall

time to shake your Straw Hat.
Men's Hats are already here, when you are

Nearly

change.

You wonder what

negative.

To claim that tbe one is always right
and the other always wrong would be
absurdity, but to claim that the result»
of the policy of one, as it affects the
daily life and well-being of the people,
as against the lack of a definite, well defined and well executed poller of tbe
other, has been proven over and over
again to have produced the greatest good
to thegreateet number is easy to demonstrate.
If this was an exclusively agricultural

STORES.

BLUE

Tbe difference between the tmo great

are

decided

you
you what

we

style

you shall

not, come to
have selected.

wear

We

ut.

or

ready

to

this Fall.
are

style·

in

make the

Whether

anxious to show

It's Our Business To Sell Hats.

Charles B. Brooke made us a pleasant
F. L. Wyman
was much appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Hammond are
also entertained the people by selections call recently, and an hour or so was
visited by their daughters, Mrs. J. A.
in talking over old times.
Mr. Wyman occupied
on his new phonograph.
to be had for the
Our hats are new and of the best
Kimball and son tlenrv, of Boston, and
er».
the instrument about six weeks Mr. Brooke is still without a houseI
two daughter», bought
ami
E.
F.
Mrs.
Shorey
not alone, a son of John
but
if we cannot then don't
bei:eve we can
Jo· Pumtino:—New type, fast presses, «team
We
and some pronounce it the best keeper,
ago,
you,
money.
This is the first time that
Howe stopping with him at present.
power, experienced workmen and low prtcee of Portland.
I one they ever hoard.
combine to make thin department of our buel- Mr. and Mrs. Hammond have ever had
Mary Brooks has returned from her
Miss Xellie Marshall is in the hospital
new complete and popular.
toall their children and grandchildren
visit at South Paris and is now at work
I at I.ew is ton for treatment.
time.
at
one
Swasey spoke here Saturday afternoon,
gether with them
Mrs. Elva E. Locke is at Lisbon with again on Bethel Hill, this time in the
rod candidate Davis is to speak Monday country or an exclusively manufacturing
The Hnals in the golf tournament were
Coming Events.
her daughter, Mrs. Gerrish. She will chair factory.
to
country, the problem would be easier
Bvening.
played on Monday and the prizes won by return here a little later and intends to
The other day a poplar sprout was
C. R. C., and Boston
Lamton & Hubbard, Boston
The time of Buckfleld Grange was solve. But it is both, and rules that
Au*. JS-Sept. 4.—Empire Grove camp meeting, Mr. Clayton K. Brooks and Miss Julia
into
the
house
rent
in
the
just
to
measuring
brought
housekeeping upstairs
go
East Poland.
seem to injure
some
sections,
benefit
were
The
both
up
by
of
Soft and Stitniats.
Carter.
put
prizes
Tourist Brand·, in their latest blocks
largely occupied Wednesday evening by
seven feet.
It contained one limb two
in her house.
Sept. H.—Oxford Pomona Grange, with Fredothers. Absolutely free trade that might
Mrs. Charles L. Case and Mrs. W. P. I Mrs. F. E. Wheeler is in Portland for feet nine inches in length; making a
balloting and tableaux.
erick Koble Grange. <Kledeld.
the
for you.
We are
Bert Austin of Deering is in town vis- help the farmer, would destroy
Oct. 4,5, 6—Fair at Riverside Park. Bethel."
Putter and presented to the winning I medical treatment.
growth of riine feet nine inches in less
manufacturer, and where so many varied
contestants by Miss Clara C. Case of the
iting his relatives, the Irishes.
if you haven't time to come
Look in our windows for the
I Last Wednesday evening quite a num- than one short season, and not a vefy family.
tbe
policy
I saw the senior editor at the depot interests have to be considered
Greens Committee.
Thursday, Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Puringber from here went to the boat carnival favorable one for growing poplar sprouts
For President:
number and
in our stores.
Miss Margaret Leal of Plain field, N.
ton went to Brunswick to visit friends Wednesday with a lady, apparently very that benefits the greatest
at Bryant's Pond. They report a nice either.
I
one
that
Is
the
whole
the country as a
much absorbed.
J., is the guest of Misses Mary and I time and that the illuminations and
the summer a rather enter- and are to return Monday.
During
out.
Not many went to Portland on the should be carried
Adelaide Case. A farm tea was given decorations were
Mrs. Georgie Harris of Portland is the
prising insect, known as the hornet in
very pretty.
Pomona excursion from here, though
on Wednesday afternoon at Mr. Case's
Apparent injustice is done to some
at Dunham's Hall, entomology, has been allowed to come guest of Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
Thursday
evening,
Of New York.
interests by any tariff law that might be
children
from above many were aboard.
two
and
Hanscom
"Long Look" farm to meet Miss Teal.
that
in
Principal
into
the
and
catch
house
a
Hies,
the Universalist Sunday School held
enacted; but still greater would be done SOUTH PARIS.
Austin P. Oliver of St. Louis, Mo.,
friends in Poland.
NORWAY.
I social. A free entertainment was given way taking a square meal and then de- are visiting
East Sumner.
of Lynn is a guest
and Miss Krnraa Kipley of Weston, Mass.,
Jennie
Miss
by none at all or one so inequitable that
Canty
one
few
in
For Vice-President:
A
of
children
the
days
ago
parting
peace.
consisting
readings,
at
by
the
would
country
Maxim.
its
effect
A.
on
Mrs.
O.
injure
The grange excursion to Portland
are guests of Mr. aud
of Mr. and Mrs. Purington.
music, and several very pretty and ef- entered the house and without the
•etlMMMIMIMIMHHmmHIHHHWHIHMMBBli
A large audience enjoyed the benefit
Charles W.
Friday evening Odeon Hall was packed Thursday was fairly well attended, al- large.
The children were least provocation gave Mrs. Greenwood
fective tableaux.
of world-wide
economists
at
Political
last
Maids"
on
"Bachelor
as
of
and
a
not
ho
turnout
Littlefleld
to
F. A. HflVRTLEFF A CO.
F. A. MIIUKTfjKKF A CO.
though
Congressman
while to listen
large
performance
the
brow
a
severe
wound
over
Misses
Katherine
assisted
by
very kindly
as the
Of Indiana.
Academy Hall, Monday evening. The and Madeline Hunt, and by Mrs. Hunt she stood at the sink washing dishes. Wm. T. Cobb, nominee for Governor of year. The day was fine and the occasion celebrity have differed as widely
poles on the question of protection ora
parts were all taken with ability. A who assisted in arranging the program, That dastardly act developed a spirit of Maine. Both were listened to with a pleasant one.
or
For Governor:
Corn packing is expected to start up protected interests, and free trade,
promenade followed with music by and also gave two readings. Ice cream retaliation in the whole family; and great interest. Previous to the meeting
A
the addition tariff for revenue only which is practiWILLIAM T. COBB,
Stearns A Norseworthy of Norway.
since that occurrence about a dozen hor- a flag was raised. Rev. C. N. Gleason about September 1st. By
and cake was served.
I
economists,
tidy sum was realized for the benefit of I On Sunday, Sept. 11, it is expected nets have met with capital punishment made a very impressive speech and the of more machinery the capacity of the cally free trade, but political
Of Rockland.
"one
our public library.
Gilead band enlivened the occasion with plant will be nearly doubled and the lilce ail other theorists, see only
Rev. Dr. E. C. Holies will preach as soon as entering the house.
that
that
theories
and
all
»
of
the
Hide
shield,"
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Davies and for the Universalist
music. Jjidge A. £. Herrick prospect is good for a big pack.
shower
inspiring
season
a
the
at
3
o'clock
haying
I
During
For Congress :
society
needs
The remains of Benj. Barrett, an old are applied to facts are vain.
Miss "Polly" Davies arrived from Waterwith his usual quiet dignity.
presided
Mountain
over
Patch
containing
in
the
afternoon.
passed
I
CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD.
The present condition of the United
from the rais- veteran soldier, came to Sumner foi
ville Tuesday, where they have been for
Mrs. ÈL Ε. Hamilton and children a vein of hail about half a mile wide, The close attention given
at our store.
can be
a week's stay.
to the close of the burial on last Thursday. He had been States, in its unquestioned prosperity
Of Rockland.
have been visiting her brother, H W which did a large amount of damage to ing of the flag
H< and its steady advance to a commanding
Mr. Daniel Winslow returned to Paris
You can find nothing better than the papers made
The orchards are speeches showed that men and women at the Soldiers' Home at Togus.
at North Paris. Mrs. Hamil- the apple crop.
Dunham,
the
of
Hill Tuesday, after an absence of several ton
are giving thoughtful attention to the was the son of the late James S. Barreti
position among the great powers
For Senator:
Finish and
Correct in
the Eaton-IIurlbut Co.
expects to remain here a week or generally bearing well, and some ol
Hi! world, owes that position more largely
of Sumner. His age 00 years.
weeks at Nantucket and York Harbor.
them do not contain an apple but is interests of state and nation.
I two longer.
JONATHAN BARTLETT, of Stoneham.
its tariff than to any one other condito
of
Barrett
a
of
in
the
make
these
was
We
Mr. Winslow's many friends here are
Color.
Mr.
familj
body
deposited
Merrriman,
formerly
principal
papers.
Harold Alley has finished working for punctured more or less by the hail.
tion.
Gould Academy, and his sister, who lot on Sumner Hill.
For Judge of Probate:
pleased to see his genial countenance Ι
^ hite and \\ irt McKenney is again
Linen is on* of the most
35c. per box. TwoThe country is populated with an InIn the recent death of Capt. Lewii
East Waterford.
assisted him here, are guests of Miss
agaiu.
of
Bethel.
for him.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
clerking
has lost on< telligent, industrious, brave and honoranother
of
Sumner
Linen
is
the
tone
John R. Trask, Esq., of Dixtield, was
town
brand,
Ames.
Grace
Bisbee,
35c.
per box.
Annie
Mrs. Jenne and daughters,
Mrs. White visited her sister at South
Within its borders it has
For Register of Probate:
able
will
be
that
old
landmarks
of
its
a guest at the Hubbard House last week.
people.
greatlj
ο
Miss Fannie Tucker, Hattie of South Paris, Miss Blossom
other kinds in all the latest shapes and colors.
I Paris last week.
almost
Bryant's Pond.
missed.
Kimball C. At wood, Esq., of New
of Paris.
Probably no man that evei the soil and climate to produce
ALBERT D. PARK.
her sister, from Colebrook, Ν. H. is Minneapolis and Miss Bessie Ripley ol
Its
earth.
on
that
ii
can
his
You
brothgrows
everything
There was a game of ball Friday lived in town was so well informed
York, Ν. Y.. was the guest of
surely find what you need
Oklahoma called at Pride brothers1 th<
I now visiting her.
coal
For County Treasurer:
between Norway its early settlement and relative history mountains teem with metals. Its
er, (Jeorge M. Atwood, several days
19,
afternoon,
Sept.
of
is
ISth.
Cox
Connecticut
Mrs.
I
George
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
of Paris. last week.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
be and timber and oil are inexhaustible.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel McWain oi and West Paris at this place. Both as he. His father and grandfather
her sister, Mrs. H. C. Love land.
th< The enterprise of its citizens is boundJohn Pierce and wife, who had beet visiting
who are boarding a teams were wide awake and played well, fore him had lived in town nearly
For County Attorney:
I'· Bradbury and Miss Massachusetts,
less. No happier people than those who
in Boston during the (i. A. R. encamp
and the game was a very interesting greater part of their lives and were im
of Norway.
Margie M McKenney go the first of this South Waterford, visited Mr. McWain
and
CHARLES P. BARNES,
At the end of the game the score portant factors in its early days. Thi have so many of the necessities
one.
meut, returned home last Tuesday.
week to tarmington, where thev will at- cousin, L. M. Sanderson, Sunday.
of life at their disposal exist
luxuries
oc
has
been
lived
which
of
Paris.
The
I'niversalist
5
4
favor
West
farm
to
in
Sunday School tend school this fall.
stood
For Couuty Commissioner:
they
upon
Mrs. Catherine Chadbourne'e sister
it is not too
,Mrs. Croin and two daughters of cupied by the Bisbee family over 121 anywhere on the globe; and
of Fryeburg. which has tukeu a vacation througl
DEAN A. BALLARD,
Mrs. Geo. I). Robertson is moving to Mrs. Wm. Kilboume, has been spending
the wisdom of the ReFnitoingham, Mass., returned home years. Some of the sixth geueratioi much to say that
August, will resume its sessions next her home in South Paris and will at a week with her.
with
For Sheriff:
weeks' visit at are now residing on the place in tin publican party has had much to do
Sunday.
Her
once begin housekeeping there.
Virgil H. Johnson of North Fryeburf ; Saturday from a three
Bis putting it in their power to take adof
L.
B.
Rev. J. H. Little occupied his pulpil
of Rumford.
Cole's.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Capt.
HARRIS L. ELLIOTT,
family
Spaulding.
Henry
a
few
has
been
wife
his
I mother, Mrs. Xellie Bryant, will not go with
spending
which >
F. A. MIH'KTLKFF A CO.
F. A. HHUBTLEFF A CO.
at the Universalist church on Sunday.
Mrs. Dana Whitman of Framingham bee was well and favorably known by ι ι vantage of the circumstances by
to stay until a few weeks later. Mrs. days with his sister, Mrs. C. H. Pride
ν
tl
For Representative· to the Legislature.
The entertainment at the Universalisi
has been a guest of Mrs. Georgia Stone, very large circle of acquaintances. H i I they are surrounded.
'ias rented her house to Rev. A. and other relatives in the vicinity.
It is not the purpose of this article to
circle of Friday evening consisted of s II
and is now visiting other friends In had; in years past, served bis nativ
Rumford,
of the Baptist societies
what that
town ably and faithfully as one of it analyze and take up in detail
town.
of Kumford. series of very effective tableaux present
J. H. MARTIN,
here and at North Paris. Mr. and Mrs.
but to
party has done for the country,
ed by the young people. The dancing : 11
Mr, ami Mrs. Colby Allen of Minne- municipal officers, and also as represent
the
farmers
are through witl
of
Most
now boarding with Mr.
who
are
Bears the
a™"",
whether
voter
ask the intelligent
Pari», Buck Held and Milton Plantation,
For Infants and Children.
which followed was enjoyed as usual.
apolis are visiting friends and relatives ative to the state legislature. At horn soberly
Mrs. W. W. Dunham at North Paris haying.
.land
sucof Pari»
this
from
known,
WALTER L.liKAV.
it is wise to change
or when serving the town, hi
week.
or
abroad
Mrs. Ε. II. Cummings has a good ren
this
the
in
village
the
G
Mr. Ephraim Wight attended
will move here in the early part of
cessful, prosperous system, to the unvacant that she wishes to let.
On Wednesday afternoon the grammar characteristic honesty, kindness and in
Norway, Oxford and Hebron,
A. R. encampment in Boston.
I October.
and unsettled
Bethel played a match tegrity always was apparent. He wa known, experimental
Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dixtield i:
nine
of
school
of Norway
EDWARD K. WITT,
fo
finished
Clark
has
Walter
Belle
I Miss Jennie
working
Price, state organizof the opposite party, no matter
the guest of relatives here.
of ball on the common with Bry- alwaye at the front in moral reforms
policy
game
B.
Burbank.
Mr.
S.
T.
will
of
the
W
C.
be
in
this
U.,
Dlxdeld, Canton, Hart font, Sumuer, Peru and
how admirable may be its standard bearan ardent Republican and stroni
Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks is in Bostoi
Mr. Fred Wight went to Boston 01 ant's Pond juveniles. The little fellows being
its
place on Sunday, Sept. 4. At the BapMexico,
er, or how honorable and patriotic
for a few days.
all did well, and the game was an ex- temperance man. He was also Arm ii
the
in
excursion,
tI8t
the
afternoon
at
3
o'clock
Saturday.
returning
of Dlxtleld.
GKOKGΚ L. MEKKlLL,
New stone crossings made from th j
citing one, and resulted in the defeat of his religious convictions and his Chris leader.—American Dairyman.
Mr. Wm. C. Holt and wife of Green
she will give a talk to the children. Id
the village ira
tian virtues shone in his private am
Woodstock, Greenwood, Albany, Stoueham, old jail stone are among
the evening there will We a union service wood attended the funeral of their aun the Bethel nine by two scores.
Involved.
Bryant's Pond 1st nine also played public life. He lived to the ripe old agi More than State Iss^s
Stow, Sweden, Waterford and Denmark, provements of the past week.
and Miss Price Saturday.
chapel,
This week a full crew of carpenters are makirg the alterations in
Miss Phebe Bedlow, who has been
with West Bethel nine on Bethel Hill of 00 years and two days. His memor JI
The Republicans of Maine have welor Woodstock
GEnBGK L. crsilMAN,
Mr. Copeland and wife were in tow
an address.
music is
K've
Special
'.
Kuest of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thorne a 11I being
Tuesday afternoon, Bryant's Pond win- will long be kept fresh by all that knet I corned the discussion of State issues in- our store we have told you about.
and every one is invited Saturday.
prepared
Grafton,
M
aeon, Gllead, Newry. Upton,
Bethel,
him.
Elmhurst for a week, left Saturda r to these
ning the game.
augurated by the opposition with so
The Mountain Rills will meet witl
meetings.
Hanover, Andover, Byron, Boxbury,
In a week or two our store will be like new, with double the space
Kichard Freeman of Boston has been
morning to visit friends in Auburn 11
many fireworks and falsities, and as il
Lincoln Plantation, Magalloway Planta
W c· T. U. meeting will Mrs. John Newell Sept. 1st.
Lovell.
»
the
homi
to
her
for a few weeks at Arthur
ssed the weakness of
tlou and all unoiyanUt-d places,
few days before returning
w
has
than in the past.
boarding
of
Mrf
have. Then we can serve you better, if
progr·
now
mother
we
Mrs.
Annie
next
held
at
the
of
be
home
Harden,
Thursday
of Bethel
HKNKY H. HASTINGS,
Frank B. Watson has eold his pastur Democaatic position is made more and
in Boston.
Ricker's. Mrs. Freeman, who usually
Mrs. L. C. Bates at 2.:î0 o'clock. Tht T. G. Lary, passed away Aug. 18th
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a
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London,
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to
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fresh
the
*ere enabled with
lng,
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will be given later.
society
', trains, as
I become known. For sale by Shurtleff A Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paris; Jones Drug ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
make a quick drive, and as both me; 1 certain amount to secure the trains, ami
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Ru opened the door of suoceks to hundreds of ambitious young men and women. It Is
the largest commercial college In Maine, and well known everywhere as tne leader In
business education. It (a endorsed by leading business men and educator*. Has a l- rge
faculty of specialist·, end malntali.e a broad eours· of atudy. The e>i lpaient Is conceded
by business college mt η to be the finest and best adapted for comme real work of any
similar school In the state, aa the third floor of the building in the accompanying cut was
made especially for us. If you are ambitious to get Into a paving pesttioa, with splendid
opportualtlM for rapid promotion, write for our catalogue. Address all communications to

|enMj,fcknâara"ïôn.U*'17,to,he,rtfe

r6S&=«a«a-Formt
ICnaaljiKam*
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BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, tewisln, Maine.
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blood purifiers, pills, tablets,

Breathed for

live times a

STATE OF MAINE.

DONHAM
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Souvenir

Postal Cards
A view of Moore

separate

3 cents each. 2
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j

J
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sidewalk

11

-1

perhaps

guarantee.

for 5 cents.

BROOKS—The

at

pocket, Hyomei

15

cent·»

35
40

cents

whips.
hide

50

cents

whip.
cents

full-length
cents

75

buys

buys

gains
this
new

buys
buys
buys

our

rawhide

buys

rubber rawhide

$1

a

half-length
leader,

Telephone

buck lined

suit

whip.

raw-

we

summer

out

ask.

it to

wear

Market

suits

Not

quickly.

they
they

1

ANSEL 6. BOWMAN.

HICKS of Mexico,

In

the

County of Oxford, an<l State of Maine, In
UfARREN
aid District, respectfully represent*, that

Suits while

B.

FOSTER,

00

12.00.

last for

12.00.

last for

12.00.

MAINE.

»

Bear, Λβ

—

«

High School

Quality and Style.

There

quality

and

quality

without

We have them both combined in the

Douglas $3 and 3.50
Goodyear Welt Shoes
For Men.

They

have

a

smooth inner sole, free from tacks,
We have

nails, and will not irritate the feet.

Soap-Making

a

with

large

wax

just

or

received

invoice of them made of

Calf, Valour, Kangaroo, Kid, and Patent

Box

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simpff
in cola
dissolve a can of Banner Lye
lbs. of grease, pourth·
water, melt 5
Stir and put
Lye water in the grease.
iside to set.

Corona Leathers
In both Blucher and lace

Pull Direction· oa Every Package

Optician.

without

style

W. L.

Easy and Quick!

HILLS,

be

can

style.

by

The Pean Chemical Works, PbllsdslpUl
Beit*,Mm
Charles Richardson Λ Co..

AffAXCTSl.

PARIS,

SOUTH

printed

'—free.

Square,

Market

30

)i*tk!ct or Maine, se.
On tlds 20th day of August, A. D. 19M, on readIt Is—
ng the foregoing petition.
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
Bth day of Sept., A. 1).
ipon the same on the at
I'ortfand, In said Die·
KM. before said Court
ami that
rlct.ak 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
lotlce thereof be published In The Oxford Déniand
said
in
District,
erai, a newspaper
hat all known creditors, and other persons in
and
time
said
the
at
placr
merest, may ap|>ear
,nd show cause, If any thev have, why the
should nut be granted.
irayer of said petitioner
the Court, that the
A ml It is further Ordered
'lerk shall send by mail to all known creditors
oples of said petition and this order, addressed
ο them at their places of resilience as stated.
Witness the Hum. Clakknce Ha lb, Judge
if the said Court, and the seal thereof, at I'ort·
and, in said District,on the 20th day of Aug A.
). 1» 4.
JAME8 K. HEWKY, Clerk.
[L. β.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

The can
Banner Lye is pulverized.
closed at will, per·
and
be
opened
may
at^a
mitting the use of a small quantity
needed in
time. It is just the article
It will clean paint»
every household.
soften water»
floors, marl Ic and tile work,
waste pipe*
disinfect sinks, closets and
Bannit
Write for booklet "Lies 0/

China.

Bolster &. Co.,

Dayton

N.

on

'lay of Dec., lut past, he was duly adudaed bankrupt under the Acts of Contrées reto
nting bankruptcy ; that be has duly surrenlered all his property and rights of property, and
of
las fully complied with all the requirements
aid Acts and of the orders of Court touching Ids
lankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
from all
>y the Court to have a full discharge
lebte provable against Ids estate under said
as
are exdebts
such
Acts, except
lankruptcylaw
from such discharge.
epted ISy
I).
1!W4.
A.
of
August,
loth
this
Dated
dsy
WARRKN J. HICKS,
Bankrupt. J
ORDER OP NOTICE THEREON.

Jeweler and Graduate

10.00.

blotters, etc.

he Mh

Lye

last for
last for

and on aluminum pin trays,

to make pay

Bankrupt's Petition tor uiscnarge.
)
the matter of
WARRKN J. HICKS,
J lu Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
Po the Hon clakkk κ Hale, Judge of the Die.
trtrt Court of the United Su tee for the District
J.

10.00.

bon, Etc.
Also souvenir postal cards

η

:

7.50.

last for

Mugs, Cups, Plates, Bon-

η

of Maine

now

last for $ 5.50.

last for

German

On

duly appointe·!

requested

Come

Souvenir Novelties

NOTICE.

arc

if you don't want
on.

iS

Paris

gives notice that be has I
hereby
administrator of the estate I

,11 Indebted thereto
ncnt Immediately.
June Jlst, 1904.

price

Tailored in true

Suits while

Suits while
Suite while

NORWAY,

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

RUTH BOWMAN, late of Hebron,
County of Oxford, deccaeed, and given
All pereone having
as the law dlrecti.
Icmands against the estate of said deceased are
leelred to uresent the eame for settlement, and

suit in the lot but

a

16.00

H.

ClfinK-i and boautifïe» the h*lr.
,1'romotfi 1 luxuriant frr»wth.
N<«v*r F*il» to Bff«tore Gr*y
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Car*. κ»!ρ (1:>?&*>« A hair taking.
Kv.antl |l.u)at I>ruggirti

the
Mjnde

to

they
they
they
they

13.50
15.00

Norway.

they

Suits while
Suits while

enough

than the low

more

while your size is left.
$ 7.50 Suits while

whips |

South Paris, Me.

iccn

Money

low

figures

at

South Paria.

Square,

We have marked all

it here.

8 qt. Kettles 10c.
8 quart kettle made
)f IX or double thick CASTORIA ftrWWI*#*·.
;in 10C. Will cost you! The Kind You Have Always Bought
25c. at other stores.

The subscriber

should avail themselves of

now, you will later

12.00

M'S MIEIY SHE,

$iS.oo

doubt the greatest of its kind held
obtaining genuine bar-

high class goods.
style. No matter

All

custom tailor

good |

Proprietor o( the Tucfcer Harness Store,

St.,

a

is worth several dollars

James N. Favor,
91 Main

to

will he reserved at

goods

regular price

by buying

close them

regular $1

I guarantee to sell the best
for the money ever sold.

No

Connection.

best half whalebone,

our

$3.98.

$12.00

M. XjTJISTT,

10 00

buys

retailed from

We will

etc.

must sacrifice our stock to make room for

as we

left of our

Grant'· Vulcanized
a

formerly

You Can Save

whip.

a

and

L.

on a

whip.

whip,

$2.98

opportunity,
fall goods.

whip.

full stocked

Jackets,

Suits which formerly sold from $iS 00 to $25.00
Coats which formerly sold from $5.00 to $15.00, we

less than 1-3 the

at

odd lots of 25 cent
a

will

we

in this section, and everyone desirous of

·»·

6 foot

a

opening

en-

an

place on sale
Saturbeginning
Norway,

at

entire stock of Suits,

The sale will be without

BARGAINS
cents

our

with

Norway

each.

this sale.

they

io

37,

to our

Suits which

our

$6.00
$8.00.

They have had

IN

days, prior

will sell for

membrane.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., one of the most
reliable firms in Paris, are giving their
persona! guarantee with every package
of Hyomei they sell, that it will effect a

will return the money.
scores of reports of remarkable cures of both acute and
chronic cases of catarrh by Hyomei.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs $1,
and comprises an inhaler, a bottle of
Hyomei and a dropper. The inhaler
will last a lifetime: and additional bottles of Hyomei can be obtained for ôOc.

new

sell all

cous

or

tire

intention to open our new store in
stock of merchandise, and to do so

for

will
all catarrhal germs
and cure the disease. Catarrh can never
It has a
exist where Hyomei is used.
two-fold action, destroying the disease
germs in the air passages and lungs, and
soothing and healing the inflamed mu-

cure

our

day, August

a hard rubber
small that it can be

so

absolutely destroy

County

cards.

other

or

few minutes, four or

cairied in the vest

Buildings,

■

The

It is

for three

day, through

inhaler that is

Park, South Paris,

and the

dosing.

a

History whip.

Progressive

Our Last Sale in South Paris

only sensible and scientific way of curing catarrh
is by the use of Hyomei.
forms of stomach

—

—

BY

IS

CATARRH

Cl'BK

Ask any physician if catarrh is a blood
disease and be will tell you that it ia a
diseased condition of the mucous membrane and that it cannot be cured by

1905
—

..

TO

UBEATHINO IIVOMEI.

line to select from.

J.

style».

Call and

see

This is

a

very desirable

them.

F. PLUMMER,
Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

3· Market

Telephone 106-3.
&>

CASTORIA

for Infants and Children.

//ff S

The KUd You HanAlwap Bought

J7

*"*

Lowest Prices m (MM. WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
NORWAY, MAINE.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator or the
£*t&t6 of
ELIZABETH M. BARRETT, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
,1,1

Aug. latb, 1904.

8ELDIN <3. BARRETT.

In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

aTOTiIW AND OORBAM,

-

Ν. M.

λ LOW PRICE
ON

—

egassriagg'
OovnoToztord Deeoenrt. Paw.

to close out otkl

«34.—Ckarade.
Tb· golden grain la ready to riKST;
The second hangs high on the tree;
The two words combined
In thrss syllables And
What you do when you come back to
S·.

TRAINING

This is the

which

coarse

old-teWoind glngerbrea

»d!U

Χ?Ε£ S

Sts.,

MAINE.

neys

are

Patents
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Anvoue «en Jlntf m »kelrta *nddo»cri *lonw
*11
friH>
qutoklf aaotruiu our m*mu>n
ιατβηΐιοη ι* probably pi»n»uUbU». (ommunlci*·
l· at eu is
lious strictly «vulhleutlnL Handbook*)©
Milt froe. Oldwt ηλμι.·» for ewurin*
taki'M tnr««Qfcfh M mm A Co. wcïitî

w^tner

Catouts
in the
que till nottc, without cbanre,

Scientific American.

ramât·»

îlhwirmted w<M>ktT-

SUNNîCo.36,^NewM
Brll" UflcSti»
V BU Wm»blmfton. IX

L·

worn out

sick.

backache

to

disorders.
Mark Hyde, of 45 Thornley street,
hwtachli H. I., says: "l'oau's Kidney
Mr*.

Pills bstr 1>»·«·ιι used by both aiy husband
Bud t*u «laughters. au>l Hie relief oblaiiietl
lu every rase was wry satisfactory. My
husbaud was bothered oh aud ou fur a loujj
time with paius scross his ha· k. which at
tltues became very severe. 1 saw L>oau's

Kiduev Pills advertised,
box from W. L. Wood's drujc store. II»·
used thetu. aud lu a very short time was rid
of th? backache. I always keep l>oau'a
Fills on haud, aud would uot be
a

Kidney

without them."
For sale by all druggists; SO cents.
ter-Mltbaru Co.. Uuffalo, S. Y.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Foe-

Causes
CatarrK of tjie
Stomach.

For many years It has been supposed that
Catarrh of the Stomach caused indigestion
and dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly the
Reopposite. Indigestion causes catarrh.
the
peated attacks of Indigestion inflames and
mucous membranes linir.g the stomach
exposesthe nerves of the stomach, thus causof
ing the glands to secrete mucin Instead
This 1·
the juices of natural digestion.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.

Kodol

Dyspepsia

The surname of a well known authoi
cunful of
Is represented in the picture.

"threads

bly bebead and curtail majestic and
4. Doubly bebead
leave consumed.
and curtail to raise to a higher station
and leave

Ν. H.

-

«

House, Norway

ill be at Elm

Tuesday, Aug. 16, and

of each

NASH,

following

3d Tuesday

month.

hours, 10:30 A m. to 4
Eves Examined free.

Office

P. M.

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,
Telephone Connection.

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings s,'!L

Morning, Noon
and Night

flour shows its quality: in
fluffy dough under the
kneading hands, in the brown
loaves at noonday, in the flaky

r

white slices that grace the table
At night. Good flour is the result
of careful wheat selection and
advanced milling methods.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Pianos.

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

that it make·
one fifth more bread than any
Other flour; makes lighter, more
delicate cakes and pastry. It i·
made of the finest spring wheat;
its sales exceed any other.

quality is

the lowest prices ever heard of. I
have one square piano in good condition
for which no reasonable offer will be refused.

so

high

WASHBURN-CROSBY CO.

New and SecondHand Pianos

X31TSTHR,

Manufacturers' Agent.
MAINE.

Tu the Honorable Board of County Commissioners for the County of Oxford.
W H KKK AS the
ferry known as Bean's
Kerry In Hanover nas l«en discontinued and no
terry boat mtlntalned at that place, wherefore
your petitioners pray that your honore may
agreeat>Iy to law In such case made and provld
ed. discontinue the rovl leading from the county
road near Mrs. Martha Burt ietl's house to the
said Bean's Ferry.
Dated at Hanover, Augusts, laiH
A. T. POWKRS, ) Selectmen
of
E. P. SMITH,
8 P. DAVIS,
) Hanover.

FREE TO HOUSEWIVES.

Cut out this advertisement and mail
to us with name of your grocer and
we will *end vou free of charge oneof
our GOLD MEDAL COOK

containing
recipes. If

STATE or MAINE.
»s.

Hoard of County Commissioners, May session,
U«4; held by adjournment August t>. 1Λ»*.
UPON the foregoing uetitlou, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioners
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits
of Uielr application Ν expedient, IT IS ηκυκκκυ,
that the County Commissioners meet at the house
of Mr* Martha Bartlett In Hanover, In said
County, on Thursday, the £2nd day of Hepteiuand
l>er, next, at nine of the elock, Α. M
thence proceed to view the route mentioned
In said petition; immediately after which view
a hearing of the
parties and their witnesses will be had at some convenient place In the vlclultv an·! such other measures taken tn the
premises as the Commissioners shall judge proper.
And It Is further < >κι>κκκυ, that notice of
the time, place and puruoseof the Commissioners,
meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations Interested, by causing attested copies
of said petition and of this order thereon to be
of the
served upon the clerk
town
of
Hanover In said County, anil also posted
said towu,
up In three public place· In
and published three weeks successively In the
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed at Paris
In said County of Oxford, the flrwt of sal·!
publications, and each of the other notices, to be
made, served and posted, at leaet thirty days before said time of meeting, to the end that all
persons and corporations may then and there
appear and show cause, If aay they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

granted.

ATT car :—CHARLES K. WHITMAN, Clerk
A true copy of said Petition and Order of
Conn thereon.
Attest -CHARLES K. WHITMAN, Clerk.

FOR SALE.
Elegant George Washington hall
clock, fine banjo clock, brass and·
irons and canopy-top bed.
Address, Box No i, Turner, Me.

ιοοο
vour

BOOKS,

carefully prepared

dealer does not handle Gold Medal Flour, please mention it in your letter. Address

private

part of the eye
Will a stroke show
If separated by a blowT
What part of the eye
Will a student show
Standing alone without

W

'V

pincer a

teaepoonful of soda,

lleat once more, and then

and

IzSS&T&PS

blowT

a

What part of the eye
Will a large dance show
If separated by a blow?

Little Jim Bear bad a kind father and
a kind mother, and they always taught
to be good, to take care of himself
easily recognised as having come down him
of gunners.
to us direct from savagery. It is, how- and to keep out of the way
but in
ever, more startling to find that such a. They gave Jim a good home, too,
comparatively modern inventiou as the spite of all this early training he wanttribes
lift has been used for ages' by
ed to see the world.
whom we designate as savage. Tbe ap"1 shall go where there nre no gunmodern
the
of
of
the
principle
plication
ners," said be as be left bis father's
vertical lift may be seen to-day among
He traveled and traveled until
of the Island of Timor. roof.

H&n)U

We should never have bad tbe Panama
bat but for the quick-fingered Indians of
tbe Isthmus of Panama. Even to-day
their secret process for seasoning the
grise blades used in weaving these hats
remains unrevealed. Basket-makers of
the same region make baskets which will
hold water without leaking—another invention which is quite beyond us. Pelting was invented by Polynesian savages,
and brought by the Hawaiian natives to
a perfection which we have never excelled. They not only made coverings
for their bouses and blankets out of
felt, but by pounding the inner bark of
certain trees succeeded in producing soft
and comfortable seamless garments of
this materia], such as sleeveless coats
and cloake.
Mortar was made by tbe people of
Tahiti when our ancestors were shivering
in holes in the rocks. They dived into
the sea, brought up great lumps of coral,
burnt them in pits, ueing wood as fuel,
and mixed the lime tney got in this
fashion with sharp sand and water.
With this mixture the ingenious savage
plastered the walls and floor of his
house, and a better mortar could not be
obtained. Another purely savage invention, which is perhaps the most familiar
object of modern life, is tbe tobacco
pipe—not only tbe common clay which
the North American Indians molded
centuries ago out of the red sandstone of
Colorado, but the wooden pipe, the prototype of the every day briar.

THE GOOD OLD WAY.

S3i*

A severe cold or attack of the grippe is
and .pread oo the laje™ » like a
fire, the sooner you combat it the
♦ι,ΐί.ν coats
Over all eprinxie iniwj better
.\o. 230.—Word Making.
your chances are to overpower it.
will
.0
the
cocoanut
to
·
of
frosting:
number
Add a large
pounds
But few mothers in this age are willing
the
and
then
and
»r.e
snow,,
to do the necessary work required to
factory and tind an English poet.
! cake at once while it is still warm.
Add a large number of pounds to a
give a good old-fashioned reliable treatment such as would be administered by
CRUMB GINGERBREAD.
bird and ha\-e a river in New York.
their grandmothers, backed by Boschee's
Add a large number of pounds to
Measure out four tumblerfuls oI
German Syrup, which was always libernovel and have a great scientist.
ally used in connection with the home
a
to
Add a large number of pounds
treatment of colds, and is still in greater
vehicle on wheels and have a character
household favor than any known remedy.
in Dickens' "Tale of Two Cities."
But even without the application of the
Add u large uuniber of pounds to a
old fashioned aids German Syrup will
It will
cure a severe cold in quick time.
barrier and have a famous English ancure colds in children or grown people.
gler.
It relieves the congested organs, allays
Add a large numl>er of pounds to a once more crumbly. Measure ο
the irritation, and effectively stops the
receptacle and have a city in Ohio.
cough.
Any child will take it. It is into
of
pounds
Add η lar^e number
valuable in a household of children.
of
win*
remains
the
lato
farm animals and have an American
Trial size bottle, 2.5c. Regular size, 75c.
two well-beaten eggs; add to the eou
novelist.
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

l shredded

iKS

f°"r;

cntrnta^Ur
milk
teaepoonful of
JJ
themUkfoa
the soda is dissolved and ®°Ja,

ïlO.-l'rugrrulvf Enigma·.
with the
turn it into the mixing bow
Ile said lie did nut know what the
» .1,1
_„f
to the batter half a graieu
1-2-3 4-Ô-B-7 by upsettlug his put of
1-2-3-4-5-0-7.
Now. 1-2-3-1-·". Jet me 0-7-8-9 your
hair, and 1 will get you some 1-2-3-4-5
aside· spread these evenly on the bottom
0-7-S-!» canvas for your fancy work.
nf the nan and then spread the batter

^

The pun that Is a learned man.
The pun that is keen.
The pun that Is a large swinging fan.
Tlie puu that is u tlut bottomed boat.

The pun that corrects.

Von Hlumei·— Who's taking care of
the buby?
Mrs. Von Blunter—No oue. The new
nurse Is with him.—Smart Set.
Afterthoaght.
How often one will read α sketch
Τ hut strikes him very pat
And say within his inmost heart.
"1 could have written that!"

"Why do they always call sailors

tars'i"
"Because they are so accustomed to
the pitching of the ship."
Key

to the I'aiiler.

No. 22.".—Progressive Enigmas: Aromatic. Shamrock. Partnership.
No. 22U.—Dropped Vowels: Still waTime and tide wait for
ter runs deep.
no

man.

them' as evenly

WHITE

Tlie Hmioa.

as

possible; spread

CARAMEL

ICING.

Place over the fire in an agate saucepan, one cupful of granulated sugar, one
tablespoonful of the best creamery butter, and a scant two-thirds of a cupful of
milk. Let them cook for five minutes
after they commence to boil, when the
caramel should form into a soft sugary
ball if droppod into a glass of cold water.
As soon as it reaches this stage, remove
from the tire, set in a baton of cold water,
and beat till it cools, when it should be
thick and smooth. Flavor with vanilla,
and spread at once od the layers of

gingerbread.

CARAMEL GINGERBREAD.
CHOCOLATE
No. 227.—(
Zigzag: Confu
the
Make
according to the
gingerbread
3.
Dense.
North.
2.
1. Cable.
clns.
rule given, bake in layer-cake pans and
4. Cleft. 5. Hindu. G. Track. 7. Friar.
warm with a
still
put together while
8. Tunes. 9. Salad.
chocolate caramel frosting. Chocolate is
No. 228. -Word Square: 1. Oval, t
combined with
'on va led

Vale. 3. Ales. 4. Less.
No. 229.-Charade: Cuinea pig.
CHOCOLATE CARAMEL ICING.
No. 23··. Λ Shakespearean Puzzle:
Make the caramel like the one above,
".Midsummer Night's Dream."
using a scant half cupful of milk instead
No. 231.—Λ S; tool:
of the quantity given, and stir into it
?r
κ
8.
D
ι
▲
1. m
enough melted and sweetened chocolate
to give it a dark color and a decided
χ
Β
κ
κ
ι
flavor. Nuts may be stirred into either
CLUB
of these receipts with good results.—
κ
I
New Idea.
Η
A

BROWN * JOSSELYN,
Portland, Main·.
Mention this paper.

er».

We. the undersigned Selectmen of Albany
hereby give notice that they wleh to have you
■leline the road limits of the county road leadlog

from Greenwood line to Waterford Une commencing near the resident* of Thomas I'ool and
ending near the residence of H. K. Bryant, It
being the road established for state road.
W. K. IIKKRICK,
) Selectmen
of
C. U BKCKLER,

t
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8.
Aluant, Maine. May 24.19l>4.
To the Honorable Board of County Commission-

Ε

V

Κ

C
A

The Open

D

A

4.

No. 232.—Diamond: 1. M. 2. Led. 8.
Merry. 4. Dry. 5. Y.
Words: Spin-age.
No. 233.—Sliced
Roee-mary.

SUMMER COLD.
A summer cold is not only annoying
but if not relieved Pneumonia will be
One
the probable result by Fall.
{
GEm. CI'MMINUS, J Albany.
Minute Cough Cure clears the phlegm,
draws out the inflammation,
heals,
soothes, and strengthens the lungs and
STATE OF MAUVE.
bronchial tubes. One Minute Cough
Cure is an ideal remedy for the children.
COUNTY OF OXFORD. 88.
It is pleasant to the taste and perfectly
Board of County Commissioners, May session,
harmless. A certain cure for Croup,
19i4; hel<I by adjournment, August», llAH.
Cl'oN the foregoing )>etltton, satisfactory evi- Cough and Cold.
Sold by F. A. Shurtdence liavlnir been received that the petitioners leff «ft Co.
are responsible, and that Inquiry into the merits
of their application Is expedient. It is Ohdkkkd,
The Wife—"All my friends warned
that the County Commissioners meet at the
house of Charles Beckler in Albany, In said me that
you wouldn't make me a good
Countv, on Tuesday, Oct. 4,1H04, next, at nine of
the clock. A. M., and thence proceed to view the husband."
route mentioned In said petition ; Immediately
The Husband—"Then why did you
after which view a hearing of the parties and
me—to reform mef"
at some con- marry
their witnesses will be nad
"No, dear; to prove that they were
In the vicinity
and
euch
venient place
taken
in
measures
the
other
premise· wrong."
as the commissioners shall judge proper. And
It Is further οκι>κ*κυ, that notice of the time,
Mrs. C. H. Jennings, Boston—"Our
place and purpose of the commissioners' meeting
Had several
aforesaid lie given to all person· and corpora- babies (twins), were sickly.
tions Interested, by causing attested copies of doctors, but no
results.
Hollister's
laid petition, and of this order thereon, to be
Mountain Tea made them strong
•erred upon the clerk of the town of Albany, Rocky
Tea or tablet
and also posted up in three public place· In and robust." 35 cents.
said town, and published three week· succes- form.
Orin Stevens; F. X. Shurtleff &
in
the
Oxford
a
Democrat,
sively
newspaper Co.
printed at Tarle, In said County of Oxford, the first of said publications, and each
"I have brought yon a poem," said the
L>f the other notice·, to be made, served and
posted, at ieaat thirty day· before said time of long-haired visitor, as he meandered into
meeting, to the end that all person· and corpora- the editorial presence.
"It is rather
dons may then and there appear and shew cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said peti- lengthy, but I suppose that will make no
tioners should not be granted.
difference."
ATTMT .-CHARLES r. WHITMAN, Clerk.
"None whatever," replied the man
A true copy of said petition and order of court
behind the blue pencil. "Our waste
(hereon.
r.
-CHARLES
Clerk.
Amtar
WHITMAN,
basket has no bottom."

WANTED.

For Infants and Children.

medicine for headache,

torpid

ftrty Year*—
a

has no

equal

liver,

The Kind You Have

Indigestion

and biliousness and all
ailments arising from
disordered stomach
and bowel*. It surely

Fir Ail Troubles

for us."

—

John HWills, Farmington,

Always Bought

Mr and Mrs.

Bears the

Me.

Signature

Dyipepl·, Heartlara, Sick NeaiKlK,aN All Fwm
tf laktejtlM IN Mal-A$iMMIea art Card by
t*Tne"LF."W«A:l«e

a

You need clean healthy bowels just

as

I

Seasame.

Be cheerful, sister, above all things be
cheerful. If you cannot be very cheerful
then be as cheerful as you can. Smile,
even if everything, animate and inanimate, appears to have entered into a conspiracy against you, for that is the time
when cheerfulness does you real credit.
The finest cure in the world for a bad
temper is a good hearty smile. When
an impatient word arises to your lips,
choke it back if you have to stop and
fight it out then and there. Don't let a
mere angry word get the better of a
whole body and mind. There is sorely
enough of you to struggle with an attack of bad temper and conquer it.
Smile, sister, smile. Get into the habit
of it. It will smooth out those wrinkles
It will round off that liton your face.
tle sharp twang in your voice.
Smiles are contagious. It will not be
long before your family will accustom
themselves to meet your smile with another. Don't keep your pleasant waye
for strangers who wouldn't lift a hand
to help you in times of trouble.
Make use of your nice "company manner" every day right in your own house
among the ones whom you really love
and who would stand by you through
thick and thin if you needed them. If
the emile is a little forced and unnatural
at first, get used to it.
And after all, when you stop to think
of it, you cannot do more than your best
at any time. When you have done all
that is in your power with the means at
your command and things still go anyway but the right way, as they have a
habit of doing occasionally, just keep on
smiling until they come your way. Console yourself with the thought that you
have done ypur level best, and let the
consequence· take care of themselves.
They are bound to come right if you
give them time. The world hasn't any
spite against you and you will have your
■hare of auocess in good aeMon.—Ex.

I have

of

"There goes Mrs. Giddeigh," remarked the woman in the wicker rocker on
the porch of the summer hotel. "One

hears all sorts of things about her. They
say she got acquainted with her husband
by flirting with him."
"Humph!" says the sallow lady on
the settee. "That's how she got acquainted with mine."

DbWITT IS THE NAME.
When you go to buy Witch Hazel Salve

look for the name

DeWITT on

every

box. The pure, unadulterated Witch
Hazel is ueed in making DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve, which is the beet salve in
the world for cuts, burns, bruises, boils,

and piles. The popularity of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, due to its
many cures, has caused numerous worthless counterfeits to be placed on the
market. The genuine bears the name
E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
eczema

"Is your husband fond of fiction?"
asked the literary woman.
"Yes, indeed," replied Mrs. Gayboy.
"His favorite is the 'detained-at-theoftice' narrative, with the 'sick-friend'
story a close second."
to M ether».
of CASTORIA,
■■Bine carefully every bottle
sur* remedy for Infanta and children,

Important

BMtoaod

MllMlhUk
Bfcnattnof

b Vm For Over 80 Yon.
Tha Kind Toe Have Ahr*js BcfH
Mistress—Didn't the ladies who called

leave cards?

Maid—They wanted to, ma'am, but I
told 'em yez had plenty of your own, and
better ones, too.
In reply to inquiries we have pleasure
in announcing that Ely's Liquid Cream
Balm is like the solid preparation of
that admirable remedy in that it cleanses
and heals membranes affected by nasal
catarrh. There is no drying or sneezing.
The Liquid Cream Balm is adapted to
in inuse by patients who have trouble

haling through the nose and prefer
j
spraying. The price, including spraying
tube, is 74 cents. Sold by druggists or
maHed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street,1
New York.

"Is there a

anywhere?"

visitor.

"Yes;"

literary club around
asked

replied

the

here

long-haired

the editor,

reaching

under his desk, "are you a literary man?"

new

Use

nice trades in second
hand instruments,

some

«reat field, tu the center
of which was a sign, and it read: "Notice! No bear hunting!"
"Ah. ha!" said Jim. "This Is the
place for me. 1 shall be safe here."
And then he curled himself up and
lay down to sleep. I do not know
cHtiie

tu

For Over

I have one Colouial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,

JIM HEAD THE SION.
lie

η

for 9185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 9900, worth |2Λ0.
One secoud hand Ivere & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 9930, worth &KM).
I have a nice oak ease organ at Itiiinford Falls, 11 stopH, that 1 will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Kstey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for 94*.
One secoud hand Worcester organ, 11
fltops, in nice condition, for 945.

whether he slept au hour, a day or a
week, but when be awoke the barking
of dogs could be beard on every side,
and Jim, raising bis head, saw hunters
coming rapidly in his direction.
"Can't you
"See here!" cried Jim.
rend? Look at that sign over there,

Thirty Years

GASTOBIA
TNI MtmUMI MiPMT.

One eecond hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that coel $125, for 905.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 9115, worth $140.

•No bear hunting!'
And what do you suppose Jim got for
an answer?
Why. one of the hunters raised his
ritie to his shoulder and sent a bullet
through the little bear's heart. And
Jliu did not have a clianee to think
how foolish he had l»een to disobey his
and leave his home. That Is
"

W. J.

Wheeler,

BaLlIltiS

the sa»l tale of little Jim Bear.—St.
Louis Post-Dispatch.

BLOCK,

tlnin*

lAiith Purl*.

STItHOMETRY.

The Oxford Democrat

CATARRH

THE
CLEAII«I!(G
AND HEALINU

CURE FOR
A Book Cnatoiu That »vtr Attained
Any Very Exlennivr Ituue.
Stii'boiuelrv. froiii the (îreek stichos,
a row, line or1 verse, and metron, a
ι·
The
measure, is used in two senses.
Cream Balm
of
matter
to
the
tirst applies
subject
Easy and pleasant to
Hebrew literature, whereby the rhyth- use. Contain· no Injurious
drug.
mic Hues which constitim· the parallel-

AND—^

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

CATARRH

FOR ONE JYEAR_ FOR

Ely's

Itlsqulckly

Absorbed.
Give* Relief st once,
and
cleanses
the
Opens

ism of the poetical Itooks are portioned
off from one another; the second t«
an entirely artificial method of meaeurinu off the contents of each book by so
many lines of lixed or average length.
The former Is of great antiquity and
may have been Introduced by the sacred writers themselves. The latter i·

ASSSSKSa..COLP'i» HEAD

Guy Bayard.

Fit for the Show
Trotting

Wilkes.

BAYARD

equal

has

and

The large order «»f hemlptera Includes what arc known tie scale Insects (coccidtie), some of which are very

destructive to fruit trees, while others
are the source of cochineal, and, perhaps, were the manna upon which
the children of Israel fed in the wilderness.
The life history of these insects includes a motionless pupa stage, similar to the chrysalis of a moth or butBefore passing Into this dorterfly.
mant and helpless condition, the young
of certain scale bugs make their way
Into the earth, and then a sticky tluld
exudes from their bodies and quickly
hardens into a protective coating, resembling plain or colored glass, aud
causes them to look something like
beads, su that in some parts of the
world they are known as "ground

no

superior,

a

and

early maturity.

C.

Guy Buck,

South Paris,

...

Good Local
to

Superb

new

steamers of this line leave

Additional Sunday Trips.
In effect June 12th to Sept. 11th inclusive. From Portland at 8.Ό0 P. M.
and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
All freight via the steamers of this
Company is insured against tire and

pearls."

The l>est known of these are dug out marine risk.
of the earth in the West Indies and
J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portland, Me.
strung Into necklaces or other ornaCALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
ments. Similar objects are prized and
and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,
worn by the uatives of other regions.
Boston.

KEROSENE OIL.

E. W.

I· ParalUu In Great Britain and
Refined Petroleum Elsewhere.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Petroleum (petra, rock; oleum, oil) is
liquid bitumen exuding from rocks.
I will furnish DOOBS ami WINDOWS of any
Paraffin (purum, little; affins, akin), Size or Style at reasonable prfccs.
discovered by Iteichenbach in 18.'tt>, In
Investigating the tar produced in the
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
distillation of wood, is a colorless waxPine Lum
OuUlde work, send In your orders
ljke solid, which he named from its ex- ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.
traordinary chemical Indifference, its
and Job Work.
"little affinity" with anything. Ile aftMatched Hani Wood Flour Boards for sale.
erward isolated from the same material a liquid oil, which he called eupiou,
E. W.
"very fat." For years both were reMulnr.
«Vest Sumnei
garded merely as chemical curiosities
until It was realized that eupiou forms
FOR S A LE.
the body of petroleum.
Pure paraffin resembles spermaceti
Also 1 Pair of
1 Set of Hay Scales.
and is inodorous and tasteless. Puraf·
Light Double Harnesses. Call at
ANDKEWS IIOU8E,
flu oil is chiefly a mixture of fluid
South Paris.
hydrocarbons, and as It approaches gas
more closely than any other illuminating agent and is cheap It has come
into general use.
Illuminating oils
manufactured from petroleum are sold
in Great Britain as "paraffin oil," In
the United States as "keroseue" and
Livsr, stomach and bowel complaints, blood disorder», feverish
on the continent as "reflned petroleum."
OMR, DervouineM, and th· IrritaUne and debilitating condition·
—London Globe.
brought otfby worm·, are quickly relieved and permanently cured »>y
Copperhead and Rattler.
The copi>erhend isn't a had looking
tnake, as snakes go, but it has a mighty
It la · wonderfal tonic and builder of
bad reputatlou. In fact. It is generally
Makes waakly chilflMh and muscle.
For over SO
dren strong and robust.
sort
snake
and
mean
of
as
a
regarded
br mother·
years used and prslsrd
at
au drugglsta.
cents
U
1· apparently without a friend or even
evsrywber·.
an apologist.
Although It won't chase
crack
to
get a
you nor go out of Its way
at you, it probably does more busiuess
per snake than does the rattler, the
tnoccasln or any other of the venomous
kind. It is said that where there is one
there are always two cop|>erheads, so
when you smell green cucumbers look
out, for that seems to be the ouly warning you will get of the presence of this
reptile. The rattler is a little more polite, also more vicious, for after giving
you timely warning it will stand its
ground und light like a good fellow,
while the copperhead will run aud hide.
two-seated
a

him in

toueli with the

items of interest to himself ami

family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
admirably supply
wants for county news and

prove

a

every

will

welcome
household.

visitor

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

your

in

will |Mist you every week on
importaut agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

all
of
to

make money from the farm.

Any person sending

PORTLAND ANI> BOSTON LINK.

Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7:00 P. M.

keep

doings of hie neighbors, and all

Ma

$1.25.

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with
special matter for every member of his family.

Weekly Newspaper

Eastern Steamship Company.
FARZI

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Paris and Oxford County should
Hubncribe for a

Gentlemen'* Drivers
of

NEEDS

who is interested in the now* of

sire that pro-

speed

Farmer

Farmer

Has Colts

duces

of Certain

Scale Iaaecta.

It

Wide=Awake

in the state of Maine.

To show that he is

GROUND PEARLS.
Yonne

For

Ring.

Bayard
style, action, size,
Sire,

Stallion.

I

-

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

color, conformation, beauty, GUY

Claromontanus at I'arls.
As this system left a large propor- no
tion of each page blank and as vellum
was costly, stichoiiictry never attained
any very extensive usage.

The Product of the

P $1.75

j

Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Large Size SO
cents, at Druggists or by mall. Trial SUe inc. by
mall.
ELY BROTHERS, M Warren Street, New York

due to Kuthalius of Alexandria, 408,
who applied it to the Pauline epistles
uiid later to the gospels.
St. Jerome professed to have founded
his method u|>oii a similar treatment of
the text in existing manuscripts of
Demosthenes and Cicero. Ills original
arrangement Is thought to be represented by the Codex Amlatlnus at Florence
and that of Kuthalius in the Codex

MW VORI err».

ATTENTION FARMERS!

SEND FOB CATALOGUES.

parents

us

the

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

One Year For

$1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO-DAY
X
?

Λ

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris,

Maine.

γ

X
2

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
Oxford
will
please send to the address below The
you
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

X

Send Democrat to....

£

V
χ

jr
V

Also Window & Door Frames.

Send Farmer to

Planing, Sawing

Signed

CHANDLER,

Ills of

Childhoqd

NOTE.

The

Papers

may be sent to different

addresses if desired

QUAKER RANGE

Dr. True's Elixir

A PERFECT PAINLESS PILL
the system,
is the one that will cleanse
the bile, I
set the liver to action, remove
and
clear the complexion, cure headache
The
leave a good taste in the mouth.
suoh work
famous little pills for doing
are DeWitt's
pleasantly and effectually
LaLittle Early Risers. Bob Moore of
Queen·' Name· oa Oak·.
other pills I
fayette, Ind., says: "All
Dewhile
English queens have chosen
Many
and
sioken,
have used gripe
are simply
oak trees in Windsor forest whereon
Witt's Little Early Risers
Λ Co. their respective nqmee, with the dates
perfect." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
have been commémorât·'
Lo- of their choice,
a
called
"gay
I object to being
ed by means of brass plates. In dlf·
I'm
Of
course,
Mr.
Bragg.
thario," said
but—" feront parts of the forest, with seats
not engaged to any particular girl,
round them, are oaks bearing the
interrupted
not,"
"Of course, you're
Leather belts for autamn are shown in Miss Snappe; "if she were particular names of Queen Elizabeth, Queen Carothe new parrot tones in red and green,
line, Queen Charlotte and Queen Vicjrou couldn't be."
ind these will be worn with the velvet
toria. "Heme's Oak," mentioned In the
a bottle and a glass
said
'Tie
rod velveteen suite.
"Merry Wives of Winder" as being
Will make a person mellow,
the drink In Windsor park, wee destroyed by a
Tea's
Mountain
But
in
Booky
late
'
The low out shoe will be worn
That livens ap a fellow.
<
fale on Auf. 81, 2&A,
he autumn, and many women will wear
Λ Co.
Shurtleff
A.
F.
Mn
Stevens;
winter.
,
item in the

stock of

large

a

Pianos and Organs, and have

it?

dyspeptic

Snrh

Very

That violinist is simply perfect. He
sends cold shivers all down my back the
instant he starts to play that awfully
chilly music of his.
Cecil—Do you think that open window behind us has anything to do with

A SWEET BREATn
is a never failing sign of a healthy stomthe rest of the crumbs on top, and bake ach. When the breath is bad the stomin a moderately hot oven; when done, ach is out of order. There is no remedy
cut into very small squares, an
Ρ
in the world equal to Kodol Dyspepsia
a closely covered jar until all are need. Cnre for curing indigestion, dyspepsia
This is a most delicate yet rich g g
and all stomach disorder. Mrs. Mary
S. Crick, of White Plains, Ky., writes:
bread, and is white in color.
for years; tried
"I have been a
*
C'AKAMKL GINGERUREAU.
all kinds of remedies but continued to
Bake a layer-cake or layer gingergrow worse. By the use of Kodol I bebread, using the receipt given for cocoa- gan to improve at once, and after taking
nut gingerbread, or in its place any good a few bottles am
fully restored in weight,
delicate gingerbread receipt that can be health and
and can eat whatetrength
baked in layers. When it is taken from ever I like." Kodol
digests what you
the
of
the oven, have in readiness either
eat and makes the stomach eweet Sold
and
caramel fillings given below,
spread by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
it at once while the gingerbread is warm.
over

So. 241.—J unt Pan·.

by

Sept.

OINGERBHEAD.

What

much as pure, wholesome food; without
either, you cannot keep well. HollisWailed.
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- ter's Rocky Mountain Tea eliminates
35
Tea or tablets.
the ock and Poplar, delivered on care at all Impurities.
man to work
tny R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,1 cents. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A
ist.
Co.
{ .h· coming year.
E. W. PENLBY, West Pari·.
THE BEECHES,
"Is that your yellow dog?"
J. M. DAY, Bryant'» Pood.
Paris Hill, Maine.
"Sir! That is my bnff-and-cream dog."
May 80, 1904.

A capable
month, beginning

r/«^W"H4?da

particularly toothsome
gingerbread.

at

COUNTY OK OXFOKD.

^

"JwtolK

SSE ™.Γ»ή5

fui of

Ad

selling

SOUTH PARIS,

Κ

JSÏÏÏÏ^^~3?ii

What part of the eye
Will a rainbow show
Standlr-K alone without a blow?

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

BOX 144,

of

SSSJmGSîS*-»"«. «;

COCOANUT

So. 838.—l'oaale.
What part of thr eye
Will a grain surely show
If separated by a blow?

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

IiOY ».

feinluine name.

No.

NORWAY.

and Pictures,

I am

the

one

Picture Frames

Nichols St..

a

«

tablespoon^

:ft«»t™uaSfèr.r

application.

sent on

cooking till
half a pound

cauJie<ichey

Ilk

Tenney,

Dissolve

of

on the
So. 337.—Diamond.
3. A cake and sprinkle with cocoanut or
2. An article.
1. A letter.
or
a
chopped nuts,
place
thorn. 4. A shrill pipe or call. δ. To
or strawberry here and there on top.
provide food. ti. Wholly. 7. A letter.

Make the Stomach Sweet.
tlmM
Bcttiesoniy. Regular size. $ 1 00. holdlnf 2*4

Supplies.

and

ïd,pr.»d

dyspepsia

Dr. Austin

sugar,

2341.—BehvadiitK· and Curtailing·. candied marshmallows in a
1. Doubly behead and curtail to bin M of -ater (boiling),
mixture of chocolate, beat
der and leave the evening before ο
holiday. 2. Doubly behead and curtail
3. Dou
a maker and leave to devour.

Kodol Digests What You Eat

(Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

"

Itoll

No.

relieves all inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the atomach. protects th·
nerves, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating, indigestion,
and all stomach troubles.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

in

learned

m,lk·^

ec^ely '^ogniMble?

Cure

the trial size, which sells for SO cents.
Prepared by C. 0. OeWITT A CO. ■ Chicago,

man

remove
against the trunk. Repeating the operaspread with a thick layer of the raw tion, he gradually gains the top. The
molasses. Return to the οτβη tor * whole ascent is made without exhaustshort time till the coating of the mo- ing use of muscle by utilizing the princilasses has "set," when the cake may be ple of friction. Cotton weaving has done
cut into squares and served as Boon after more for Great Britain within the'last
as may be.
century than any other industry. The
Indians of Central and South America
FOR SPONGE
MAB9IIMAI.I.OV FILLING
have for centuries past used a loom so
gingerbread,
elaborate that ours is,
comparatively
a slight
deUcioue speakiug, but
a marebmailow filling is
improvement
with a sponge gingerbread, improvl g upon it.

Kidney Ills, from
complicated urinary

aud procurai

primitive

"It is with pleasure that I can give
'L. F.'
you my testimonial for the True
For forty yean It
Atwood's Bitters.
has been our family
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tab^spoonfu^of gin^^beatAorougl^y»
S»E
.Δ
5f doneSLmXTmnd
from the.owe

every symptom of

curt»

CASTORU

BT INVENTION.

of soda has been added matter to the Polynesian. He cuts a
until the m»lk foams few yards from the tough stem of a
and there are no lumps remaining.
creeper, and forms of it a bush rope.
With this he makes a loop around the
trunk and his body. Jerking the loop a
little above his head, he leans back and
begins walking up, his bare feet pressed

one

Kidney Pills
couiuiou

~5

^d teaepoonful
bothstirred

Doan's

BO YEARS*

EXPERIENCE

Un Τινί "L F." Medldw

Story Por
PolK»

Little

the bee-hunters
To get at a honeycomb 70 feet overadd one cupful of granulated sugar and bead, with nothing between it and the
one well-beaten egg,
ground but a smooth and branchless
New Orleans molasses (theι real twnRK trunk, seems at flrst sight impossible
without ladders or ropes. It is a simple
and one cupful of sour

all the
and
lame
and
time. Back weak
Nervous,
Headache,
aching.
Restless, Excitable. The Kid-

Weary and

NORWAY,

J. WALDO
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ARE

of ages to fasten a handle of
wood. Such article· as these, together
with hammers, axes and needles, are

QINOERBBîAP.

DAT

me.

SO WEARY.
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Tbe first knife «u, of course, » flint
flake, end the earliest spoon a shell, to

Six Delicioiu Qingerbreads.

pattern· and clean

Chas, F. Ri

Berlin,
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Carpets

Wool

Our Debts to Savage·.

HOMEMAKEBS* COLUMN.

early

1

The nickel rails in the
Livery Μ lor Sale!
carriages, J
QUAKER MODEL are easy

20

horses,

top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
seated
:arriages (open), 1 nice three etc.
robe·,
wagon, harness, whips,
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.

10

rtock and excellent opening. No
<
:ompetition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
Viay 3, 1903.
ι

Horn· Telephone Call. 106-6.
intim House Stable Call, 103-11.
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